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INTRODUCTION

Jerome Krase, professor of sociology at Brooklyn College from 1970-2003 and chair of the sociology department twice, taught classes in urban sociology, inter-ethnic group relations and introductory courses. For three decades, he worked as a community activist-scholar and was a student of "ordinary" urban neighborhood life by lecturing, giving photographic exhibitions, and writing for alternative newspapers. He lectured and did research at Universities of Perugia, Pisa, Trento, and Trieste. Dr Krase was a visiting professor at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow and University of Rome, "La Sapienza." He retired from Brooklyn College in Spring 2003.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

"I have had many major influences but you might say that growing up poor in Brooklyn and seeing so much wasted potential in people led me to believe that things could be made better if people spent more time and effort 'doing the right thing while doing what you gotta do' to quote Spike Lee.” Jerome Krase, Dec. 2003

Jerome Krase, noted sociologist, author and social advocate was born in Brooklyn, March 2, 1943, to Stephen and Martha (Cangelosi) Krase, the fifth of seven children. He married Suzanne Lillian Nicoletti, director of Patient Relations at Brooklyn Hospital Center and an adjunct associate professor at Brooklyn College in Health and Nutrition, in 1964. They have three daughters, Kristen Martha, Karen Rose, & Katherine Suzanne.

He attended the University of Indiana (UI) in 1961 on a football scholarship and first majored in physical education. Three years in the Army as a security officer in Germany from 1962 to 1965 interrupted his education. While there, he married. He was honorably discharged and returned to UI, and switched his major to sociology. He received a BA in sociology in 1967 and began on his PhD studies in sociology at UI but transferred to New York University (NYU) after one semester. Krase defended his Ph.D. thesis, The Presentation of Community in Urban Society, at NYU in 1973. While at NYU, he was a recipient of research assistantships as well as a summer study scholarship. To make ends meet, he worked odd jobs such with the NYC Parks Department and at A & S department store while pursuing his degrees.

Jerome Krase began his long career of teaching and scholarship at Brooklyn College as an adjunct professor in 1969. He became a full-time assistant professor in 1970 while pursuing a PhD at NYU. He achieved tenure in 1976. Professor Krase was named Chair of the Sociology Department at Brooklyn College twice, once in 1980, and a second time in 1999, a title he held until his retirement in 2003. Professor Krase took one sabbatical, as visiting Professor, University of Trento, October 1996, and won the Kosciuszko Foundation and Polish Ministry of National Education Fellowship Award to "Explore Polish Vernacular Architecture" in 1997.

Krase was and is an active member in a large number of sociological and humanitarian organizations, public and private. Early in his career, he was active in the Prospect Lefferts Garden Neighborhood Assoc. (PLGNA), and Lefferts Manor Association, plus various local, city, state, and national election campaigns. He ran for a seat on the Community School Board Dist. 17 in 1975, but lost. Krase was one of the founders of Urban Studies Program and Italian-American Studies Institute at Brooklyn College. Commenting on his own career, Dr. Krase said, "My primary interest is what makes it possible for people who are different from each other to share urban residential spaces.
My approach over the decades has been termed as "phenomenological," "symbolic-interactionist," and most recently "social semiotics." I call what I do simply "sociology." In recent years, I have been exploring these issues photographically." (From H-Net, a Humanities & Social Sciences Online forum)

In addition, Dr. Krase is a prolific writer on many topics in sociology. Representative books titles include *Self and Community in the City* (1982), *Ethnicity and Machine Politics* (with Charles La Cerra, 1992), and *Italian Americans in a Multicultural Society* (with Judith N. De Sena, 1994). He authored/co-authored several scholarly articles in publications such as the *Journal of Architecture and Planning Research*, *Revista Internationale di Sociologia*, *The Polish Review*, and *The Italian American Review*. Professor Krase co-edited with Ray Hutchinson, for 2003 & 2004 publication, in *Research in Urban Sociology: Race and Ethnicity in Urban Areas, Visual Sociology of Vernacular Landscapes: Images of Social and Cultural Capital, Ethnic Communities in New York City and New York City's Ethnic Landscapes*. For a complete listing of his writings/affiliations, see his CV.

Throughout his career, Dr Krase has lectured nationally and internationally on the sociological aspects of community and cultures. A sampling of Professor Krase's latest conference presentations are: in Dubrovnik, Croatia in November 2003 he presented, *Seeing Community in a Multicultural Society: Theory and Practice* at the request of the Croatian Commission for UNESCO at the Experience and Perspectives of Multiculturalism: Croatia in Comparison with Other Multicultural Societies Conference. In July 2002 he presented 'What Does Community Look Like?' at the International Visual Sociology Association Annual Meeting in Santorini, Greece. He gave the keynote address *On Seeing Exclusion* at the Irish Sociological Association Annual meeting in April 2001. For a complete listing of all his writings, presentations, and affiliations, please see his CV at the end of the container list, page 21.

Although retired, Prof. Krase continues to teach several classes each semester, participates in community activities & affairs, writes articles, reviews, attends sociology conferences, and is in the process of writing another book. He created, with Professors Timothy Shortell and Mary Howard, an e-journal, "The Brooklyn Journal of Social Semiotics," as well as a virtual *Brooklyn Neighborhood Archives Project*. Krase is currently on the Board of Urban Academic Librarians Assoc. of New York City, American Italian Historical Association and the International Visual Sociological Association. Other important affiliations include being a member of the editorial board at *Urban Affairs Review*, American Sociological Assoc., Community Section, Race and Ethnic Relations Section, and member on the advisory board of Italian Americana.

Professor Krase and his family live in Brooklyn's Park Slope section. [For a complete listing of Professor Krase's publications, his professional and personal activities, please see his Curriculum Vitae.]

**SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE**

This collection of papers documents Dr. Krase’s career as a professor of sociology and as a social activist.

To begin with, there are materials here on Jerry Krase as a student. But, there are also items documenting Prof. Krase’s writings and his deep involvement, advocacy and commitment to Brooklyn –its neighborhoods, its community associations and its people. There are research notes, writings, newscloppings and posters. And, as a professor of sociology, there are students’ papers, notes, class syllabi, and student observations. Included here as well as are Krase’s presentations, grants that he received and correspondences. Professor Krase, as part of who he was, also established the Italian-American Center at Brooklyn College.
Finally, there are some photographs, audio and video materials, miscellaneous papers as well as publications such as journals, magazines, and bulletins that Prof. Krase saved over the years.

**COLLECTION OUTLINE**

**SERIES 1: PRE-BROOKLYN COLLEGE, 1960s**

**SERIES 2: BROOKLYN & OTHER COMMUNITIES / NEIGHBORHOODS, 1970s-2003**

Lefferts Gardens; Crown Heights; Brooklyn Neighborhoods; Street Fairs; Newsletters; Chinatown; Prospect Park, Metrotech; Lefferts Homestead, Greenpoint, Gowanus

**SERIES 3: ARTICLES/WRITINGS by Prof. J. Krase, 1970s-2000s**

Observations; Meetings; Manuscripts; Drafts; Notes; Reports; Affiliations; Personal Materials

**SERIES 4: CENSUS INFO/Sociology-Related; Official Publications; Research Materials; etc., 1970s - 2005**

Census Info; New York State & Federal Publications; Drug Abuse Programs; Democratic Party; Sociology Notes; Conferences; Grants; Politics; Education; “Arts of Democracy;” Correspondence

**SERIES 5: ITALIAN-AMERICANS, 1970 -2005**

AIHA; Organizations; Italian-American Studies / Brooklyn College; Italian-American Studies Program / Surveys; Italian-American Studies outside Brooklyn College; Papers /Misc. Italian Materials; Italian Magazines/Journals

**SERIES 6: BROOKLYN COLLEGE/STUDENT PAPERS, 1973 -2003**

Brooklyn Merchants’ Surveys; Social Science Issues/Student Projects; Student Projects/Family History; Comparative Analysis; International Student Papers; American Studies; Brooklyn Neighborhoods; Other Neighborhoods/Queens, Manhattan, etc.; Exams/Syllabi; Observations/Papers

**SERIES 7: WRITINGS/OTHERS, 1970s -1990s**

**SERIES 8: MULTIMEDIA, 1990s-2003**

Misc. audio/video; photographs; oversized materials

**SERIES 9: OVERSIZED/NEIGHBORHOOD PAPERS, DATE BOOKS, etc., 1970s-90s**

**SERIES 10: CONFERENCES / SYMPOSIA / PRESENTATIONS**

**SERIES 11: MISCELLANEOUS / CORRESPONDENCE**

**SERIES 12: PUBLICATIONS – JOURNALS / MAGAZINES / BULLETINS**
SERIES DESCRIPTIONS

**Series 1: Pre-Brooklyn College, 1960s**

2 bxs/1 cu ft

This series documents the early part of Prof. Krase’s career in the field of sociology and as a social activist in the 1960’s; files are in no particular order. There are writings and activities during his high school, undergraduate, and graduate school years.

**Series 2: Brooklyn -Other Communities/Neighborhoods, 1970s-2003**

20 bxs/10 cu ft

Lefferts Gardens; Crown Heights; Brooklyn Neighborhoods; Street Fairs; Newsletters; Chinatown; Prospect Park, Metrotech; Lefferts Homestead, Greenpoint, Gowanus

Series 2 has materials Krase amassed on different Brooklyn communities and neighborhoods, community associations, and their politics, from the 1970s through the 2000s. It bears general research notes, observations, interviews, posters, materials from associations and neighborhood groups, as well as photocopies of assorted articles covering a wide range of dates and topics. He incorporated much of his neighborhood involvement into courses that he taught. Each box contains information on different neighborhoods or community organizations that make up the Borough of Brooklyn as well as other communities throughout greater New York City. In general, the information covers the period from the early 1970’s until the late 1990’s. Some material is older.

**Series 3: Articles/Writings, by Prof. J. Krase, 1970s-2000s**

18 bxs/9 cu ft

Observations; Meetings; Manuscripts; Drafts; Notes; Reports; Affiliations; Personal Materials

These are Prof. Krase’s writings, galleys of his books, articles, book reviews, presentations, interview notes, manuscripts, and reports in no particular order. He wrote on many subjects affecting neighborhoods: crime, bias, racial attitudes, substance abuse, education, ethnic identity, aging, employment and housing. His handwritten notes reflect his thoughts and mention his involvement in various community activities, although not in any conventional sense. He diligently wrote down his ideas on any piece of paper available, usually dated and numbered. This series covers the early 1970’s through late 1990’s. Many hand-written notes are dated. Where possible, the series is arranged by year. There is also information on a sabbatical he was planning (1996).

**Series 4: Census Info/Sociology-Related Items; Official Publications; Research Materials; etc., 1970s to 2005**

20 bxs/10 cu ft

Census Info; New York State & Federal Publications; Drug Abuse; Democratic Party; Sociology Notes; Conferences; Grants; Politics; Education; Correspondence; “Arts of Democracy”

Series 4, filed in no particular order, contains information on census data, official publications, drug abuse programs, politics, and the Democratic Party. Also, there are materials on sociologically-related items such as correspondence, class syllabi, and conferences as well material on grants, education and newsletters from various organizations with flyers, reports, articles, research materials and presentations. The “Arts of Democracy” project is located here as are some writings/articles by others.

**Series 5: Italian-American Issues, 1970-2005**

19 bxs/9.5 cu ft

AIHA; Organizations; Italian-American Studies/Brooklyn College; Italian-American Studies Program / Surveys; Italian-American Studies/Outside Brooklyn College; Papers /Misc. Italian Materials; Italian Magazines/Journals

This series contains information on Italian-Americans filed in somewhat alphabetical order. Krase helped found the Italian American Center at Brooklyn College and has always been involved in Italian American organizations. There is correspondence on Italian American communities in the United States, correspondence, reports, studies,
newspaper articles, conferences held in the United States and abroad, and magazines. Some items are in Italian. There are also writings and articles on/about Italian Americans by other authors. Information on the Italian-American Studies at Brooklyn College and other educational centers can be found here as well in addition to some Italian journals and magazines.

**Series 6: Brooklyn College / Student Papers, 1973-2003**

24 bxs/12 cu ft

- Brooklyn Merchants’ Surveys
- Social Science Issues/Student Projects
- Student Projects/Family History
- Comparative Analysis
- International Student Papers
- American Studies
- Brooklyn Neighborhoods
- Other Neighborhoods- Queens, Manhattan, etc.
- Exams/Syllabi
- Observations/Papers

This series is comprised of student papers from 1973-2003. The subjects cover a wide range of topics: the Brooklyn merchants survey, social science issues, family history, social power, comparative analysis, international topics, American studies, and local neighborhoods in Brooklyn, Manhattan and Queens. Several boxes contain observation papers where the students compared a modern community with a traditional community. Two boxes contain student exams, exam questions, and various syllabi for courses. Each of these boxes is arranged alphabetically by student’s name.

**Series 7: Writings / Others, 1970s-1990s**

7 bxs/3.5 cu ft

Series 7 contains articles and writings by others that cover a wide variety of topics; Italian Americans, education, community change, public space, and social issues. Several boxes have review copies of books with loose and unnumbered pages. Dates range from 1970’s through the late 1990’s and are not filed in any special order.

**Series 8: Multimedia, 1990s-2003**

10 bxs/5 cu ft

- Misc. audio/video
- Photographs
- Oversized materials

On view here are photographs, CD’s, slides, and VHS tapes. One CD contains an interview with Professor Charles Lawrence. There is a wide assortment of photographs covering Brooklyn neighborhoods, businesses, buildings and other locations. Where possible the location is named and the arrangement within each box is alphabetical.

**Series 9: Oversized / Neighborhood papers, Date books, Articles, 1970s-90s**

4 bxs/2 cu ft

This series has neighborhood newspapers, newsletters, weeklies, maps, journals and miscellaneous articles, filed in no special order. Several of the newspapers are in Italian. There are also date books from 1971-91 and articles on various topics.

**Series 10: Conferences / Symposia / Presentations**

3 bxs/1.5 cu ft

Series 10 has papers from an assortment of conferences such as Polish-American Conferences, International American Studies Assoc. (IASA) [Italian-American Conference materials can be found in Series 5] including symposia and presentations.

**Series 11: Miscellaneous / Correspondence**

3 bxs/1.5 cu ft

This series contains brochures, correspondences and miscellaneous items such as Arab-Americans living in New York City, “effective school designs,” items on social issues, and some calendar/appointment books. Also included here is a Student Leadership Award Brooklyn College’s Student Life honored Prof. Krase with in 2001.

**Series 12: Publications -Journals / Magazines / Bulletins**

1 bx/.5 cu ft

This series is comprised of journals, magazines and bulletins that Prof. Krase saved, although none are complete runs. There is The Polish Review, Italian Americana, Polish American Studies, the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), Newsletters from the Institut fur die Wissenschaften vom Menschen, Vienna, and Visual Studies Journals.
CONTAINER LIST

SERIES 1: PRE-BROOKLYN COLLEGE

Box 1
Pre-Brooklyn College / Writings
Pre-Brooklyn College / Writings - high school, undergrad, graduate
Pre-Brooklyn College / Paper by Krase - written in college (1966) on East Germany
Pre-Brooklyn College / JK grad school / NYU syllabi & reading lists 1968-69

Box 2
Pre-Brooklyn College / Papers and exams - NYU graduate school
Pre-Brooklyn College / Notes from readings - Grad School ca. 1969
Pre-Brooklyn College / Exams, papers - UI (1961-1967)
Pre-Brooklyn College / Exams, papers - UI (1961-1967)
Pre-Brooklyn College / Notes, papers, reading lists - NYU graduate school

SERIES 2: BROOKLYN & OTHER COMMUNITIES / NEIGHBORHOODS

Prospect / Lefferts Gardens; Crown Heights; Bklyn Neighborhoods;
Street Fairs; Newsletters; Brownstone-ing; Chinatown; Prospect Park,
Metrotech; Lefferts Homestead, Greenpoint, Flatbush, Gowanus

Box 3, PLGNA (Prospect / Lefferts Gardens Neighborhood Assoc.) 1971-1985
Communities / Incorporation, by-laws, 1969-1982, annual reports, minutes, flyers (2 folders)
Communities / PLG Landmark status efforts
Communities / Good News (PLGNA newsletter) Oct.1971-December 1976
Communities / The Good News 1977-Dec.1989 – not complete run
Communities / The Good News- correspondence
Communities / PLGNA – correspondence 1974-1978

Box 4, Lefferts Manor (L-M) Neighborhood Assoc.
Communities / L-M Assoc., Inc 1973-1975
Communities / Business documents, notices
Communities / Correspondence
Communities / Maps, ledger pages & articles (photocopied)
Communities / Echo Manor, L-M’s newsletter, 1968-1991 -not a complete run
Communities / Historical Landmark meeting notes

Box 5, Crown Heights
Communities / ONG-NAP Crown Heights 1971-1974
Communities / Crown Heights / Newsletters 1973-1976
Communities / Crown Heights Riots, 1991
Communities / CHAMP Program

Communities / *Melting Pot*, Community newsletter

**Box 6, Community Organizations / Brooklyn Neighborhoods**

Communities / “How to do community action”

Communities / “Organizing communities,” 1972-1974

Communities / “Milner Boundaries” ca.1971 boundaries of neighborhoods

Communities / Commercial use of communities

Communities / Community involvement & the media, newspaper articles 1971-1973

Communities / Community School Board elections, 1975

Communities / “HDA Proposition,” 1971

Communities / Meetings - Police & Neighborhood precincts, 1971-1973

Communities / “Sanitation Rules” & Beautification contest

Communities / Blueprint Maps of Brooklyn / Consolidated Edison (Con Ed)

Communities / Block associations & presidents

Communities / Misc. Notes & correspondence, 1982

Communities / Clippings (photocopied) / Bklyn neighborhoods

Communities / Misc. original clippings / neighborhoods

Communities / Regional Conference for revision on Hand Book VII

Communities / NYS & Local Community Groups / Conference: New Relationship, 1980’s

Communities / Misc. Neighborhood / Related material

Communities / Misc. Neighborhood / Related articles, 1993-98

Communities / Mark Naison & Study Action Group / Youth Crime and Racial Polarization

**Box 7, (Mainly) Brooklyn Neighborhoods / Communities**

Communities / West Village Housing Plan – ca 1968

Communities / “The Brownsville Story”

Communities / “Downtown Brooklyn, EDC”

Communities / Neighborhood History: Flatbush + Bklyn maps & notes

Communities / Flatbush Tenants’ Council ca 1971

Communities / Williamsburg-Greenpoint

Communities / Clippings-Blackout 1977, *Flatbush Life*; letter from a “Taxpayer”

Communities / Reprints, Maps- Brooklyn neighborhoods, 1870

Communities / Maps - mainly of Brooklyn

Communities / Redlining c. 1977

Communities / 2 books (photocopied) of Bklyn history

Communities / Article, 4-part / “Our Dying Neighborhoods”

Communities / Clippings (photocopied) - Bklyn neighborhoods, 1972-1982

Communities / Clippings (photocopied) - neighborhood problems, 1977

Communities / Clippings (photocopied) - Bklyn neighborhoods 1977-1984
Communities / Clippings (photocopied) - Neighborhoods in NYC
Communities / "Special Atlantic Avenue District" booklet, 1974
Communities / "Fulton Arcade" booklet, 1973

Box 8, Brooklyn Neighborhoods/ Communities
Communities / Brooklyn Community Board Conference
Communities / CD of Coney Island: "Tour the Magic Bus" (with transcript)
Communities / Institute - Study of Brooklyn
Communities / Gowanus Canal - Community Development Corporation
Communities / Columbia County - Historical Society

Box 9, Brooklyn Neighborhood / Street Fairs
Street Fairs / Bklyn Community - flyers, memos, & notices, ca 1972
Street Fairs / Brooklyn neighborhood - community brochures & leaflets
Street Fairs / Misc flyers - neighborhood’s meetings
Street Fairs / "Call for Action" flyers for neighborhoods & communities
Street Fairs / Bklyn neighborhood flyers, brochures & associations, ca 1979
Street Fairs / Bklyn neighborhood street fair – communities, ca 1980

Box 10, Neighborhood / Community Newsletters 1971-2005
Community Newsletters / Amersfort Bulletin - Ludlow News, ca. 1972-84
Community Newsletters / Midwood Sentry -The Weeksville
Community Newsletters / Park Slope Civic News, 2006-2007
Community Newsletters / Newsletter ca. 1971-1985 (not complete runs)
Community Newsletters / Brochures, fliers, assorted (Park Slope, etc)

Box 11, Brownstone-ing (mainly Brooklyn)
Brownstone-ing / Buying, restoring, house tours, etc...
Brownstone-ing / Bklyn. Neighborhoods-newspaper clippings (copies) ca 1970-1973
Brownstone-ing / Local History clippings (photocopies)
Brownstone-ing / Brownstones Info, pamphlets & catalogs
Brownstone-ing / Brownstone Neighborhood assoc., sales of homes, ethnic tracking
Brownstone-ing / Newsletters / The Brownstoner, The Park Slope Civic Council, Old
Brownstone-ing / House Journal - Newspaper clippings, brownstones ca.1972-1977

Box 12, Crown Heights
Crown Heights / A Strategy for the Future, 1993
Crown Slope / Democratic Club 18th Assembly District, annual ball, 1932
Box 13, Chinatown

Chinatown (1) The Community Speaks One Year After, 9/11/01 (2) Misc. Information
Chinatown / Newsletter / Museum of Chinese in the Americas
Chinatown / Asian American Elders in NYC, Health, Social Needs, Quality of Life & Care
Chinatown / Asian American Mental Health -Post-September 11th Needs Assessment
Chinatown / "Brooklyn's New Chinatown" - Muallem, Abe
Chinatown / Bulletin of Asian American-CUNY, Challenges and Perspectives, 2003
Chinatown / after September 11th: An Economic Impact Study Interim Report, 2002
Chinatown / Map - Guide Historical Chinatown

Box 14, Downtown Brooklyn, Prospect Park, Metrotech

Downtown Brooklyn
Downtown Brooklyn / Conklin, William, "Brooklyn’s City Hall"
Downtown Brooklyn / Regional Plan News, June 1983
Downtown Brooklyn / Building Drawings
Downtown Brooklyn / Strengths and Challenges September 1995
Downtown Brooklyn / Litchfield Villa
Downtown Brooklyn / Prospect Park - Portfolio
Downtown Brooklyn / Prospect Park, Handbook, 1972
Downtown Brooklyn / “Missing the Connection: Social Isolation & Employment on Brooklyn Waterfront, 1994” (Kasinitz, Philip)
Downtown Brooklyn / Old Brooklyn Heights, 1927
Downtown Brooklyn / Metrotech Business Improvements District
Downtown Brooklyn / Metrotech Center

Box 15, Lefferts Homestead, Greenpoint, Flatbush, Gowanus

Lefferts Homestead Historic House Museum /newsletters, craft series flyers, interpretive plan
Lefferts Homestead Historic House Museum / Prospect Park Brooklyn Sourcebook, 1988
Prospect Lefferts Gardens Historic District / Designation Report, 1079
Greenpoint / Striking a Balance between Industry and Housing
Flatbush / Map - Village of Flatbush
Flatbush Avenue Task Force / Flatbush Development Corporation 1977-1978
Gowanus / Development Corporation, 1981

Box 16, Brooklyn Neighborhoods / and others

Neighborhoods / The Community In Which You Live, 1950 / Bay Ridge
Neighborhoods / Welcome to Bedford
Neighborhoods / Luciano, Pellegrino “Where in the World is Bensonhurst?”, 1993
Neighborhoods / Let’s Make a Landmark-Hunterfly Road Houses 1700 Bergen Street Bklyn NY
Neighborhoods / Davis, L.J. “A History of Boerum Hill”
Neighborhoods / Borough Park
Neighborhoods / Bushwick
Neighborhoods/Stern, J.-”Demographic Characteristics of Carroll Gardens & Gowanus…”
Neighborhoods / Hill Neighborhood News of Clinton Hill, Ft Green, Wallabout V. 4 #3, Fall 88
Neighborhoods / Living in East Flatbush
Neighborhoods / Lichter, L. "Howard Beach Youth: Study of Racial -Ethnic Attitudes, ’86
Neighborhoods / Midwood
Neighborhoods / If Stoops Could Talk; A History of 1st St, Park Slope, Brooklyn College
Neighborhoods / Times Square BID’s
Neighborhoods / Discover Buffalo, 1988
Neighborhoods / Newcomer’s Rochester, 1989
Neighborhoods / Seattle A - Y 1997
Neighborhoods / Proposal for Medical Clinic-Community of Mariners Harbor, Staten Island N Y
Neighborhoods / Future Strengthening Children and Family Services in Red Hook, 2003
Neighborhoods / Lutheran Medical Ctr, Financial Stability, Health Issues in Brooklyn
Neighborhoods / Misc Flyers - Neighborhoods in Metro NYC

**Box 17, Various Neighborhoods / Reports, Articles**

Neighborhoods / Brooklyn Travel Guides 2003 (4 copies)
Neighborhoods / Gerson, J. "Bldg Brooklyn Machine: Irish, Jewish & Black Succession …”
Neighborhoods /Community Hist-Environmental Educ. Curriculum/Sunset Park Grades 4-6 ’82
Neighborhoods / Donovan, Mary S. "Brooklyn on Film”, 1979
Neighborhoods / Ellis Island Visitor Certificate
Neighborhoods / Block Assoc. Handbook / New Yorkers: Get Yourself Together
Neighborhoods / The Newest New Yorkers: A Statistical Portrait, 1992
Neighborhoods / Newest New Yorkers: An Analysis of Immigration into NYC, 1980’s. 1992
Neighborhoods / Neighborhood Book (3 copies)
Neighborhoods / Neighborhood stability, 1998
Neighborhoods / Morti, D."Patterns of Conflict Preceding 1964 Riots, Harlem, Bedford-Stuy” ’79
Neighborhoods / Lindsay, J. "Program for Decentralized Administr. Municipal Services in NYC …”
Neighborhoods /”New York Ethnic Neighborhood: Polka Festival as Imagined Community”

**Box 18**

Neighborhoods / Maryland’s 400 Monument Rededication - Prospect Park Dedication (Jan 27, 1991)- Monument -1895
Neighborhoods / Dorothea’s House Report Commemorating 75th Anniversary, 1913-88
Neighborhoods / The Journal of Brooklyn History - summer/fall 1968; spring, 1975
Neighborhoods / "White Ethnic Neighborhoods in Immigration Metropolis …, 1980-90"
Neighborhoods / Monti, D, "Intergroup Conflict & Collective Violence: Case of NYC, 1960-64"
Neighborhoods / Latimer, M. "Brooklyn Almanac Illustrations-Facts-Figures-People- Bldgs-1984
Neighborhoods / Brooklyn Rediscovery (6 books) -Educational and Cultural Alliance:
   - Rediscovering Brooklyn History Guide to the Collections
   - Building Blocks of Brooklyn
   - The Shaping of a City
   - Education and Culture In Brooklyn..A History of the Institutions
   - The People of Brooklyn..A History of Two Neighborhoods
   - Factories, Foundries, and Refineries..A History of Five Brooklyn Industries
   - Tradition and Community in the Urban Neighborhood..Making Brooklyn Home

Box 19, (See oversize) Assorted Neighborhood Posters/ oversized box
Box 19a, (see oversize) Assorted neighborhoods Posters/ oversized box
Box 19b, (see oversize) Assorted Neighborhood Posters/ oversized box
Box 19c, (see oversize) Assorted Neighborhood Posters/ oversize box
See also Box 118 (oversize) Lefferts Manor 1988 (calendar)

SERIES 3: ARTICLES / WRITINGS, by Prof. J. Krase, 1970s-2000s
   Observations; Meetings; Manuscripts; Drafts; Notes; Reports; Affiliations;
   Personal Materials

Box 20, 1972-76 / Handwritten notes
   Writings / Pre-1972
   Writings / 1972 ONG, interviews, PLGNA
   Writings / 1973 PLGNA/ONG committee meetings, soc. (teaching/research) notes
   Writings / 1974 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents Jan-Apr 1974
   Writings / 1974 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents May-Aug 1974
   Writings / 1974 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents + crime Sep-Dec 1974
   Writings / 1975 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents + crime Jan-Apr 1975
   Writings / 1975 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents + crime May-Aug 1975
   Writings / 1975 PLGNA/L-M neighborhood incidents + crime Sep-Dec 1975
   Writings / 1976 Neighborhood incidents + PLGNA meetings
   Writings / Misc. - notes

Box 21
   Writings / Bibliography, Ethnicity & Machine Politics, 1992 – Part I
   Writings / Bibliography, Ethnicity & Machine Politics, 1992 – Part II
   Writings / Bibliography, Ethnicity & Machine Politics, 1992 – Part III
Writings / Univ. Press of America, 1990 (re *Ethnicity & Machine Politics*)
Writings / *Ethnicity and Machine Politics*, 1989 (manuscript)

**Box 22**

Writings / *Ethnicity and Machine Politics*, 1992 (gallery proof of book)
Writings / 1977 PLGNA meetings, neighborhood incidents
Writings / 1978 Neighborhood incidents
Writings / 1979 'Racial attitudes of my children,' neighborhood incidents, crime, fire
Writings / 1980 Neighborhood crime, PLGNA, neighbors moving
Writings / 1981 Neighborhood incidents + crime, PLGNA
Writings / 1982 PLGNA meeting, neighborhood crimes, PLGNA
Writings / 1983 PLGNA crime + incidents
Writings / 1984 PLGNA crime + incidents
Writings / Undated materials + fragments post 1984

**Box 23, Observations / Interviews – Sociology research 1970-1972**

Writings / Release forms, notes - Krase's interviews 1972-1973
Writings / Handwritten notes about the interviews
Writings / 1972 - Interviews with Henry Broder & notes
Writings / 1970 - Interview with Joe Klein - correspondence plus one audio tape
Writings / 1972 - Interviews with Joe Kolb
Writings / 1972 - Interview with Suzanne Krase
Writings / Interviews - Connie Lockley
Writings / Interview - Joe Mellende, candy store owner
Writings / Interviews - Lillian Miller & Flatbush concerns
Writings / Feb-May 1972, Interviews - Alice Paul
Writings / Apr 1972, Interviews - Bruce Raskin
Writings / 1972, Interview with Sarah Ross
Writings / 1972, Interviews with Bruce Samuels & Mr & Mrs Greenblatt
Writings / 1972, Interviews with Bernice Sealy
Writings / 1972, Interviews with Nancy Silver
Writings / 1972, Interviews with Robert Thomason
Writings / Observations - #17, 18 & 21, Open House, and handwritten notes

**Box 24, Meetings / Impressions & Notes: ca 1972**

Writings / Block Association
Writings / Housing proposal meeting
Writings / Krase Self interview - About house tour - At Board of Directors’ meetings
Writings / Meetings -PS 241, NAP Office, Betterment comm.. PLGNA, Clergy Council
Writings / Meetings-Christmas caroling, Meeting Guilford stud, Role of candy store in community
Writings / Meetings, notes, HTA Housing proposal, Brownstone revival, School Assoc of St Francis

**Box 25, Manuscripts / Journal Articles by Krase / Supporting Documents**
Writings / “Comprehensive Substance Abuse Information System” & Conf 1979-1981
Writings / “Interpersonal Communication: Social Interactions & Behaviors” 1976
Writings / "The Italian Community & Its Language in the US” 1975
Writings / "Italian-American College Students: New Generation Connected to Old” 1977
Writings / Papers, articles sent to list
Writings / "Psychology of Being “
Writings / "Secret Societies” + “Guerilla Organizations” + manuscript drafts
Writings / “Spatial Semeiotics of Little Italies & Italian Americans,” by Krase (plus plates)
Writings / Speech - undated, untitled
Writings / “Stigmatized Places & Stigmatized People: A Case of Symbolic
Writings / Environment + Pollution in Modern Urban Sociology,” March 1976
Writings / “Stigmatized Places & Stigmatized People: Crown Heights & PLG” 1978
Writings / Supporting notes/tables/ledgers for manuscripts
Writings / “Voluntary Social Disengagement of the Elderly in American Society”
Writings / “Yellow Ribbons for Justice & Peace”
Writings / “Zoomorphic Description” plus one 3 by 5 cm photo
Writings / Toward Effective teaching in SGS. Report by JK. 1971

Box 26,

Writings / “American Myths of Ethnicity,” J. Krase
Writings / Bensonhurst, Brooklyn: Ital-Amer Victimizers & Victims,” J. Krase (proof)
Writings / “Exploring Polish & Italian American Vernacular Landscapes,” J. Krase
Writings / “Facing Privatization: Narrative of a Reformed Community Organizer,” J. Krase
Writings / “Imaging Community on Internet,” Krase -paper presented at Concordia '02
Writings / “Italian & Italian-American Identify: A visual Approach,” Krase - Paper, 1999
Writings / “Italianita: Reviewing Spatial Semiotics of Little Italies,” J. Krase, 2004
Writings / “Navigating Ethnic Vernacular ....,” J. Krase
Writings / “Research in Urban Sociology,” J. Krase, 2004
Writings / “Race & Ethnicity in NYC,” ed. by J. Krase & Hutchison, correspondence, 2004
Writings / “Seeing Community in Multicultural Society: Theory & Practice,” J. Krase
Writings / “Self & Community in the City,” J. Krase
Writings / “Traces of Home,” J. Krase
Writings / “Visualizing Ethnic Vernacular Landscapes,” J. Krase
Writings / “Visual Sociology & Vernacular Landscapes ....,” J. Krase

Box 27, Manuscripts / Supporting Documents
Manuscripts / "Ethnic Identity," by J. Krase 1979
Manuscripts / “Ethnicity and Machine Politics,” by J.Krase and C. LaCerra
Manuscripts / Nursing Home Reports
Manuscripts / "Battered Women" / Research prospectus, correspondence
Manuscripts / "Social Control” drafts-notes by various authors involved in the project

**Box 28, "Community Theory” / rough draft, notes**
Notes / Handwritten notes - “Community Theory”
Notes / Rough draft - “Community Theory”

**Box 29, “Closest of Strangers” / annotated book & notes**
Notes / Hand annotated edition - Closest of Strangers: Liberalism & Politics of Race in NY
Notes / 03 Dec 1990 issue The Nation/ review of book (p.700)
Notes / 28 Jan1991 issue The Nation / letters re Sleeper’s book
Notes / Correspondence - Sleeper & his book
Notes / Handwritten notes - Sleeper’s book
Notes / Correspondence - from Sleeper
Notes / Sleeper’s writings - from the Daily News

**Box 30, Personal Material**
Personal / Collection of business cards, misc., addresses, phone notes and jottings
Personal / Corresp.
Personal / Religious Activities
Personal / L.I. Historical Society
Personal / Alfa Sigma Lamba
Personal / JK-Curriculum Vitae
Personal / JK-Curriculum Vitae, c. 1980s
Personal / CV – Stefano Harney

**Box 31**
Writings / Italian Americans in Multicultural Society ... ed. by Krase & Judith N. DeSena
Writings / The Review of Italian American Studies

**Box 32**
Writings / The American Myth of Ethnicity: In an Italian-American Mode
Writings / Anatomy of Inter-ethnic conflict: Brooklyn’s Italians, Jews, and Blacks
Writings / Benson Defense notes and newspaper clippings
Writings / Book Reviews by J. Krase (1979-1982)
Writings / Book Review by Krase, “Familiar & Unfamiliar in 20th Cent. Architecture” Reviews,’01
Writings / Brooklyn Free Press - ideas; handwritten notes for a book
Writings / The Central City: Today, Yesterday, Tomorrow
Writings / Community, Morality, and the Inner City Neighborhood
Writings / Informal Social Control, 1979
Writings / Italian American Neighborhood Community: Essay-Multiple Social Realities, ’80
Writings / Myth of Accountability in Planning: Resolving Conflict & Contradiction ...1974
Writings / Narrative of a Reformed Community Organization
Writings / Research on Aging and Different Housing Situations
Writings / Social Interactions, Behaviors of Residents at Cornish Arms ... 9/76
Writings / Urban Affairs Reviews –publishing, royalties, etc., 1994-97
Writings / Urban Government Reader: List of Readings America’s Little Italies ...
Writings / Urban Government Reader Summer List of Readings 1983
Writings /Various Originals for Articles in the Brooklyn Free Press (later called Free Press) [see also Series in oversized boxes]
Writings / Voluntary Disengagement of the Elderly: Social and Environmental Interaction, 1977
Writings / Various Drafts of Articles for Free Press (range of years)
Writings / Various Drafts of Articles for Free Press (range of years)
Writings / The Free Press, Nov 2000

Box 33
Writings / American Century-Statewide Program of Video Discussions ... , 1995
Writings / Book Ideas
Writings / Ideas for Writing Projects
Writings / Central City: Today, Yesterday, Tomorrow:
   - “Cops and Community, Again”
   - How Rudy & Dave Won the Election but Lost NYC”
   - Narrative of a Reformed Community Organized
   - Polish Lesson Number One
Writings / Community in the Inner City as a Moral Problem, 1977-1978
Writings / A Comprehensive Substance Abuse Information System, 1985
Writings / High-Rise Hotels and the Elderly: A Bad Combination, 1977
Writings / Italian Lesson Numero 3: Law and Order: Italians and German
Writings / Juan Gonzalez—Roll Down Your Window: Stories from a Forgotten America, ’95
Writings / Book Reviews- Various Books
Writings / Reviews-Krase reviews others’ manuscripts
Writings / Peer Review Report, 2003
Writings / Ideas for articles: Newspaper articles, book announcements, and reviews
Writings /Qualitative Analysis: Analysis of Data in Generation of Scientific Explanation, ’69
Writings / Reactions to the Stigmata of Inner City Living, 1976
Writings /Residential Hotels and the Elderly Poor: Environmental and Social Interaction, ’78
Writings / The Role of Secrecy in Social Control, 1977
Writings / Social Construction of Accountability to Community: To Be and Not To Be, ’75
Writings /Voluntary Disengagement of the Elderly: Social and Environmental Interaction, ’77

Box 34
Writings / Self and Community in the City (manuscript, no date)
Writings / Self and Community in the City
Writings / Self and Community in the City, 1982 (photocopy)
Writings / Self and Community 1974 (draft)
Writings / Review of "Self and Community in the City" (notes on book)

Box 35
Writings / Book Review - Research Odyssey, 1985
Writings / Book Proposal - Community School Board Politics, A Worm’s Eye View
Writings /Bklyn’s Changing Employment Econ ....
Writings / Brownstone Revival Comm: Why Italian Neighborhoods Never Die ... 1987
Writings / Diminutive Dimensions of Social Life in Large Cities: Small Town Folklife, 1981
Writings / Duquesne Univ Hist Forum 1982: Small Town to City Neighborhood Sociology & Hist.
Writings / Images of the City through Poetry
Writings /NY Council for the Humanities-Presentations Italian American Communities ’89
Writings / NY Council for Humanities—Italian American Comm. presentations state wide, ’88
Writings / New York Council for the Humanities, 1994-95
Writings / Notes on Interpersonal Behavior-Communication of Elderly: Social & Environmental Factors, ’77
Writings / The Other Side of the Symbolic Coin: Negative Definitions ...
Writings / Red Hook Industrial Survey, 1981 (3 copies)
Writings /Symbolic Aspects of Residential Succession in Urban Neighborhood Preservation, ’74
Writings / Social Construction of Accountability to Community; To Be and Not to Be, 1975
Writings / The Stigma and Moral Careers of Inner-City Residents, 1976
Writings /Summary-Land Use and Building Condition Survey: Bond Street Canal Area, ’81
Writings / The Symbolic History of Vander Common: The Key to Neighborhood Viability
Writings / Toward a Phenomenological View of Community Organization, 1974
Writings / Traffic Study-Smith and 9th Streets, 1981

Box 36
Writings / America’s Little Italies: Past, Present, and Future
Writings / American Sociological Assoc. (ASA), 1998, 2002
Writings / American Sociological Assoc. (ASA), 2000 [Washington DC]
Writings / Bklyn Arts & Culture Assoc / Grant Program Application ...
Writings / Columbia County Historical Society-Exhibit: From the Land of Eagles, 1996
Writings / Correspondence - re articles to be published
Writings / Council of Neighborhood Organizations Preliminary Report ... 1984
Writings / The de-Europeanization of American Society, 1977
Writings / Eastern Sociological Society / Program, Papers, 2002
Writings / Ethnic Conflict, Nationalism and Immigration-CUNY..., 1994
Writings / Expecting the Unexpected -Interpersonal Behavior of the Elderly in a Hotel
Writings / Italian Americans in Bklyn: Anatomy of Inter-ethnic Conflict ... Genoa,’93
Writings / Progress Report ...Public Policy Research Ctr to Study Brooklyn, 2002
Writings / Stigmatized Places-Stigmatized People: Case of Symbolic Environment ..., 1976
Writings / Notes / Drafts- folder 1
Writings / Notes, Drafts- folder 2
Writings / Notes, Drafts- folder 3
Writings / Notes, Drafts- folder 4

**Box 37**
Writings / Bensonhurst, Brooklyn: Italian American Victimizers and Victims, 1994
Writings / Examination of Bklyn’s High Automobile Insur & How They can be Reduced, ’04
Writings / Econ. Resources and Needs in Brooklyn: Perspectives on Planning and Development - (1) Budget Cuts (2) The Holiday Shopping Season
Editorials: The Brownstoner, Homefact
Writings / Ethno-arcolgy of the Italian American Neighborhood Community
Writings / Findings, Recommendations to Improve Public Health Insurance & Recertification ’04
Writings / The Melting Pot and Beyond: Italian - Americans in the Year 2000, (1985)
Writings / The Missed Steps Italian Americans and Brooklyn Politics, 1984
Writings / Polish Lesson / Number One (Lekcja 1)
Writings / Political Power
Writings / Presentation: Navigating Ethnic Vernacular Landscapes
Writings / Proposal Summary 2003 /Learning Change Confer Poster Leader Contact Info
Writings / Prospectus: Ethnic Identity—The New American Dilemma
Writings / Review of the Department of Sociology, Iona College, New Rochelle 1994
Writings / Self-Study—Department of Sociology, 2002
Writings / Traces of Home
Writings / Book: Traces of Home: List of Photographs and Slides
Writings / Urbanism & the University
Writings / Guidelines for Submitting a Manuscript—various publishers
Writings / Reviews of Books written by or co-authored by J. Krase


Census Info; State/Federal Publications; Drug Abuse; Democratic Party;
Sociology Notes; Grants; Politics; Education; “Arts of Democracy;” Correspondence

**Box 38, Census Notes**

Census Info / 1910 + 1920 Census
Census Info / 1930 Census
Census Info / 1950 Census
Box 39, Census Information
Census Info / Census Data 18th-41st Assembly 1900-1980
Census Info / Census Information Tract 84, Kings County 2000
Census Info / Census Research Data Tract 444, Brooklyn, Kings County, New York
Census Info / Census Research Data 1930,1940 41stst A.D.
Census Info / Census Tracts and AD Lines
Census Info / 1980 Census undercount in Bklyn: Results -Random Sample Telephone Survey '80
Census Info / Demographic Profiles: Portrait of N.Y. Community Districts 1980-1990 Census
Census Info / Population Data—General Information (handwritten notes)
Census Info / Various Newscuttings / Census Topics (various dates)

Box 40, NYC - Official Publications
Publications/Economic Investment Report/ Future of Neighborhoods, April 1977
Publications/Resource Recovery / Appendix A-F
Publications/Enrollment Capacity Utilization of School Buildings, April 1977
Publications/Department of Health/Vital Statistics 1979-1980, etc
Publications/NYC Population 1973 Socio-Economics
Publications/Police Students Guide /Social Science

Box 41, NYC - Drug Abuse Programs / Prevention
Drug Abuse / Grants and Information
Drug Abuse / Prevention—Clergy's Role
Drug Abuse / NYC Gateway: Community School District 22
Drug Abuse / NYC Gateway: Prevention Council—DAPC
Drug Abuse / NYC Drug Abuse—Reports and Surveys
Drug Abuse / Community Board 9 - Drug Abuse Prevention, 1994, 2005
Drug Abuse / Substance Abuse Awareness Telephone Survey 1984
Drug Abuse / NEH Grant —“Power and Transition ...: Foundations of Local Political Life” 82
Drug Abuse / Research on Drugs & Health Behavior, Prof. C. Fitch, 20031

Box 42, New York State / Federal Official Publications
Publications/Count Me In: Census Lessons K-12, 1990s
Publications/US Department of Housing- Urban Development
Publications/National Center for Educational Statistics: Community Information
Publications/NYPIRG Reports - Redlining in Brooklyn
Publications/Planning Perspective of NYC 1970s- 1980s
Publications/"Who Can Save the American City?" Brown University Publication

Box 43, Democratic Party
Democratic Party / Candidates bios & flyers, 1980s
Democratic Party / Newspaper clippings (photocopied) 1990s
Democratic Party / Hubert H Humphrey—Independent Democrats Club
Democratic Party / Local elections ca 1971
Democratic Party / Madison Club
Democratic Party / Merton Social Theory & Soc. Structure
Democratic Party / Political newsletters, campaign flyers, etc... ca 1972-1982

Box 44, Sociology / correspondence, notes, etc
Sociology / Correspondence, lectures outside Brooklyn College
Sociology / Lecture - University of Rhode Island
Sociology / Correspondence - professional activities, writings, neighborhoods A
Sociology / Correspondence - professional activities, writings, neighborhoods B
Sociology / Correspondence - Environmental sociology, 1975-1976
Sociology / Syllabi, notes, 1973 fall semester
Sociology / Correspondence - BC professional activities, BC activities
Sociology / BECA Folk Life Project
Sociology / Correspondence - VP Quinn 1980-1981
Sociology / Letters from Students

Box 45, Sociology / notes, correspondence
Sociology / BC correspondence / Krase’s tenure
Sociology / Other university’s sociology departments info
Sociology / Report of the BC Faculty Council and various Committees information
Sociology / SPARK Program: NYC Board Of Education: School districts 20-21
Sociology / Evaluation of BC Sociology Dept, 1984
Sociology / ONG neighborhood surveys / correspondence - Columbia Univ. 1974
Sociology / Department of Sociology Self-Study Report
Sociology / Krase - evaluation forms at BC
Sociology / BC announcements
Sociology / JK’s Urban Community Research (Inc.)?
Sociology / Correspondence, newsletters - “The Humanist Sociology”
Sociology / Urban Government Institute 1977-1978
Sociology / “Qualitative Sociology” correspondence
Sociology / PIAS 1976-1980 correspondence, notes, booklets
Sociology / Sociology 5 - Students Class Notes for J.K.

**Box 46, Grants / Other Funding Applications**

- Grants / NEH Project Grant
- Grants / 1979-1980 AMICO - grant proposal notes
- Grants / HEW “Application for Grants - Under Ethnic Heritage …”
- Grants / 1980 Grants - proposals & funding sources
- Grants / Apr 1979-81 NEH Project - grant proposal (Dominic Candelara’s)
- Grants / 1982 NEH grant “Power of transition in the Madison Club …”
- Grants / 1981 Italian - American Studies grant proposals / worksheets for budgets
- Grants / 1981 Italian – American Studies: NEH grant & 4 booklets /correspondence
- Grants / 1982-1984 NEH & PSC-CUNY grants (professors at other universities)
- Grants / 1984 PSC-CUNY Research award applications (photocopies)
- Grants / 1996 PSC-Grant Approval
- Grants / Fulbright Program

**Box 47, Politics**

- Politics / Bellamy, Carol , 1974
- Politics / Brooklyn Health Issues (Brooklyn Borough President task Force, 1993
- Politics / Citizens Committee for NYC / Fact sheets, pamphlets, correspondence
- Politics / City of New York—Inaugural Ceremonies, 2002
- Politics / Cuomo, Mario: 1994 Campaign for Governor
- Politics / Final Report of the State Charter Revisions: Commission for NY City
- Politics / Gambino, Richard “Whatever happened to CUNY”, *Voice*, 4/02/85
- Politics / Johnson, Robert, Bronx District Attorney - Correspondence, ’96
- Politics / Articles - Eviction Efforts of NYC against Families ...Williamsburg Bklyn ’73
- Politics / Articles / Census Data on Metro NYC, especially Brooklyn 1970’s & 1992-94
- Politics / Political Issues and Candidates: 1994, 2004
Politics / Sal Albanese Bid for Mayor, 1996.
Politics / Sal Albanese Campaign for Mayor 1997-1999
Politics / Schumer, Charles Campaign for Congress
Politics / Steingut and Anish: Political Flyer for Democratic Primary Sept. 12, 1978
Politics / Political Candidates, 1980 / flyers

Box 48, Politics
Politics / Notes - Abe Beame, May 19, 1981
Politics / Another Side—The Journal of the Michael Harrington Center, fall 1997
Politics / Bklyn Chamber of Commerce: Directory of Legislators-City Hall, Albany, Washingt.
Politics / Brooklyn’s Economic Overview graphs and notes
Politics / Cartoons
Politics / Haupt, Richard, Inventory America: Residential Buildings
Politics / Misc. Political flyers
Politics / New York Public Interest Research Group, Inc. 1976, 1977 (3 reports)
Politics / Excerpt of the Meeting of the City Council City Hall, NYC (3/31/1977)
Wagner, Robert, Chair NY Ascendant Commission on the Year, 2000 (June, 1987)

Box 49, Education
Education / AAC&U, The Drama of Diversity and Democracy
Education / ACE Mentors Career Directions /Students in Architecture, Construction ’02
Education / Change Vol 35, #5, 2003
Education / Friedensohn, D. Generations of Women-In Search of Female Forebears
Education / Gromada, T. Minor Program Proposal in European-American Multi-ethnic Studies ’76
Education / The Linguistic Minorities of New York City, 1991
Education / Nat’l Science Foundation - "Qualitative Reasoning across a Core Curriculum", ’97
Education / New York City Public School Atlas, 1979
Education / Developing Curriculum ...Students in Element-Secondary Schools, 1974-77
Education / School Attendance Area Directory, data sheets 1978
Education / Suspensions, Brooklyn Schools, 1974-1979
Education / Internationalizing Your Campus & Curriculum, 2002

Box 50, Arts of Democracy
Arts of Democracy Project, 2003
Arts of Democracy Liberal Education and Global Citizenship—on-line Seminar, 2002
Arts of Democracy Brooklyn Project: Liberal Education and Global Citizenship, 2002
Arts of Democracy Liberal Education & Global Citizenship Project at BC, 2002-03
Arts of Democracy Meetings, Activities, Articles, and Newspapers, 2002-2003
Arts of Democracy-the Community of Diversity Project at BC. Retreat, 2002-2003
Arts of Democracy Final Project Report, 2002
Arts of Democracy / Brooklyn College Depart. Of Sociology—Correspondence
Arts of Democracy / Bibliography: Liberal Educ. & Global Citizenship

**Box 51, Correspondence**

Correspondence, 1981-1984
Correspondence, 2003-2004
Correspondence / e-mails 2001-2002
Correspondence / E-mails 2000
Correspondence / E-mails, 1999
Correspondence / E-mails, 1998
Correspondence /e-mails 1996-1997
Correspondence / 1977, 1982, 1989
Correspondence / Publishers (range of years)
Correspondence / 2B Polish American Quarterly, 1995

**Box 52**

Correspondence/Minutes, African-American-Italian Dialogue for Greater NY, 1996-97
Correspondence / AHS - Association for Humanist Sociology 1995-1996
Correspondence / Class Rosters, Student Note Cards
Correspondence / International Visual Sociology Assoc. Newsletter, 2003
Correspondence / NYCIT Comuniversity , 1974
Correspondence / CUNY Matters-Exploring Ethnic Future-Queens ..Celebrates 20TH Anniv
Correspondence / Activities at Brooklyn College, 2003
Correspondence / Barstow, A. "Married Priests & Reforming Papacy, 11th Cent Debates" ’82
Correspondence / Szenes, E., Bias Class, 1952
Correspondence / e-mails, memos
Correspondence / Catholic Charities of Brooklyn and Queens
Correspondence / Rollins, Judith. Odetta H. Hines and the American Red Cross, 1995
Correspondence / Center for Study of Philanthropy/Working Papers (1) 20th Cent
Cultural Patronages; (2) Philanthropy and the Civil Rights Movement
Correspondence / Brooklyn Policy Center Development Plan, 2003
Correspondence / Council of Neighborhood Organizations-Bklyn Preliminary Study & Data

**Box 53**

Correspondence / flyers, programs, Confer.-in NYC, Asst. Organizations (various dates)
Correspondence / G. Agnelli -Correspondence, 1981, 1995
Correspondence / Bias as a social issue: clippings and articles (various dates)
Correspondence / Bias as a social issue: clippings and articles (various dates)
Correspondence / Confer. on “Whiteness”-Race in America, 1995-98
Correspondence / Brooklyn College Magazine, Spring, 2004 ( 2 copies)
Correspondence / City Living, ’78 5th Annual Back to City Conference (Hartford, 1978)
Correspondence / City Lore vol.8, 2000-2001
Correspondence / Education and Health in Various Groups
Correspondence / Flyers from Various Museums on Exhibits -Migration Subjects
Correspondence / Health Care Delivery; Policy in Various Countries, selection of articles
Correspondence / Information on 3 conf.at UMA-Lowell, NYC, and Staten Island
Correspondence / Macaulay, D.. City: Story of Roman Planning & Construction /copies
Correspondence / Politics of Public Space Conference—CUNY Graduate Center, 2002
Correspondence / Community & Political Activities, 1992
Correspondence / M. Harrington Ctr at Queens College (re Community-based organizations)
Correspondence / Small City-Regional Community, 1980 Confer. U. WI-Stevens Pt Proceedings
Correspondence / Supplement to American Studies Assoc, ’98, Seattle, WA

Box 54
Correspondence / Rockefeller Foundation Humanities Program, 1974
Correspondence / Gambino, R. Ethnic Studies-working papers, Rockefeller Foundation, ’75
Correspondence / Our Ethnic Heritage: the Concept & Experience Proposal, 1994
Correspondence / Pisa Conference March 18-20, 1993 / e-mails and programs
Correspondence / Public Health Insurance: Health Issues NYS, NYC 2003, 2004
Correspondence / Public Health Insurance; Health Issues NYS, NYC (folder two)
Correspondence / Other Side of Symbolic Coin Negative Definitions of Neighborhoods
Correspondence / Lawsuit –Jersey Street, Staten Island with complaint, Krase’s notes
Correspondence / NYC Council for Humanities Hispanic Traditions ... Symposium- NYC ’87
Correspondence / Hosp. Free Care “Can New Yorkers Access Hosp.Services ... , 2003

Box 55, Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous / Public Policy Research Center; Study the Borough of Brooklyn, 2002
Miscellaneous / Schedule of Final Exams / 2001 Krase notes
Miscellaneous / Luchterhand, Elmer, letters and e-mails
Miscellaneous / Center for Urban Research and Learning - Loyola Univ (Chic), 2002
Miscellaneous / Class Course Calendar - Social Science Seminar (Spring 1996)
Miscellaneous / AAHE, Learning in Context “Who are our Students?”
Miscellaneous / Powerful Partnerships: A Shared Responsibility for Learning ..., 1998
Miscellaneous / AASCU, Stewards of Place, Report By Task Force on Public Engagement, 2002
Miscellaneous / SUNY—Agricultural Technical College Farmington Curriculum Revival,’88 (draft)
Miscellaneous / Liberal Education and Global Citizenship, May, 2002- Alexandria , VA
Miscellaneous / Cornwell, G. Globalizing Knowledge Connecting International & Intercultural...’99
Miscellaneous / Guarasci, Richard. Developing the Democratic Arts
Miscellaneous/Allen, R., Reflecting on American Art, Democracy & Transcultural Connections '02
Miscellaneous / Portland State University Capstone Students
Miscellaneous / Univ. of Wisconsin / Center for International Education
Miscellaneous / Tenant Organization Group, 1973

Box 56
Miscellaneous / AAHE (Amer. Assoc. for Higher Education) / Research Forum, 2003
Miscellaneous / Spatial Semiotic Models of Little Italies -notes, photocopies, questionnaire
Miscellaneous / Seminar in Community Organizations, 1988
Miscellaneous / Special Topics—Seminar in Student Leadership & Organization at BC, '72
Miscellaneous / Lichter, S. Robert Television's Impact on Ethics and Racial Images
Miscellaneous / Articles, flyers, reports on race, bias, ethnic images (various years)
Miscellaneous / Office of Bklyn Boro President. Task Force on Equity in State & Local Policy
Miscellaneous / Office of Bklyn Boro President: Task Force on Equity in State, Local Policy (2)
Miscellaneous / Ethnic Conflict/Competition in New York, 1987 (articles/newsclippings)

Box 57, Sociology / notes
Sociology / Newspaper clippings, articles relating to Sociology 1993-1998
Sociology / Health Services in Brooklyn, 1970's (folder on various agencies)
Sociology / Readings for M. Koenigsberg's class, 1992
Sociology / Liberal Education -Global Citizenship
Sociology / Academe Jan-Feb., 2003; May-June, 2002
Sociology / Dept. Of Sociology Brooklyn College, Self-Study, April, 2002
Sociology / People, Power, and Politics
Sociology / Block Faculty Information, 1997 - Depart Sociology 2001-2002
Sociology / Syllabus from other Professors-Dept. Sociology Brooklyn College
Sociology / Student Roster- Grades, Spring 1996
Sociology / Quantitative Reasoning Project: Module for Sociology ...Core Studies, ’98
Sociology / Articles - Urban Sociology, 1997

SERIES 5: ITALIAN-AMERICANS, 1970s to 2005
AIHA; John D. Calandra Institute; Organizations; Italian-American Studies at
Brooklyn College; Italian-American Studies Program-Surveys; Italian-American
Studies-Outside Brooklyn College; Italian Magazines, Journals

Box 58, AIHA (American-Italian Historical Association)
AIHA / Membership List, Corresp., Brochures, etc., 1995-2002
AIHA / Selected essays from 28th Annual Conference, 1997
AIHA / Conference, 1997
AIHA / Newsletters, 1996, 1998-2004
Box 59
AIHA / Confer. Proceedings, 1998 (proofs)
AIHA, 2001

Box 60, John D. Calandra Institute
Calandra Institute /Celebrating being Italian- notes, fliers, brochures, 2000, 2002
Calandra Ital-Amer. Institute / Exhibit at New York Historical, 1999
Calandra Ital-Amer. Institute / 1995-2004
Calandra Institute / Maryann Calendrille, 1997 ("ethnic ghettoization")
Calandra Institute / P. Cannistaro (re lecture), 1996, 2000
Calandra Institute / Joe Dorinson (Hofstra), 2002
Calandra Institute / Prof. Alberto Gasparini (on going to Trieste), 1994, '95, '96
Calandra Institute / Italian Heritage & Cultural Month Comm., Richmond County, NY, 2007
Calandra Institute / Italian Cultural Center, St. Johns Univ. 2001
Calandra Institute / Italian American Topics-"Untitled Italian Saga" by Giancana& Greenfield
Calandra Institute / "Real Stories" / Discrimination in History of Ital-Amer, "Shark Tale" 2005
Calandra Institute / Study Abroad Seminars, 1993, 1995

Box 61, Organizations
Organizations / American Italian Coalition of Organizations, brochures, etc.
Organizations / Amer-Ital Coalition of Organiz. (AMICO); corresp., minutes, etc 1981-2003
Organizations / AMICO 8th Annual Cocktail Reception
Organizations / AMICO photographs
Organizations / AMICO misc. flyers, corresp., newsletters, meeting announcements
Organizations /AMICO, CUNY. Where will Italian American Organizations be in 2000? '88
Organizations / AMICO, 2004
Organizations / American Italian Historical Conference..16th annual conference, 1983
Organizations / Cavaioili, F. American Italian Historical Assoc at Millennium (3 copies)
Organizations / CIAO Community Needs Survey Team
Organizations / Commission for Social Justice..Order Sons of Italy in America, 1983
Organizations / Conference: The Italian American Experience in Education, 1983
Organizations /Conf: Society in Transition Italians & Italian Canadians in the Eighties '88
Organizations /Ital-Amer Organizations, Inc.: Portrait of Ital-Amer in NYC, vol.1 (2 copies)
Organizations / Gesaaldi, L. ...Beliefs about Italian Americans & Organized Crime, 2003
Organizations / Italian American Experience in United States—misc flyers
Organizations / Italian American Institute...consultant research project
Organizations / Italian American Institute (survey)
Organizations / Italian Board of Guardians, Inc., 1983
Organizations / Italian American Institute—newsletter 1982, 1983
Organizations / Misc. Information on Italian American Organizations
Organizations / Masucci, M. “Identity Wars: Media Representation of Ital-Amer ......” 2001
Organizations / Krase, J. Missed Step: Italian-Americans and Brooklyn Politics, 1984

**Box 62**

Organizations / AMICO programs NYC programs for Italian Americans, 1981-83
Organizations / Center for Ital-Amer Studies / Corresp., memos, and flyers, 1980's
Organizations / Local & Global in Social, Political, Cultural Experiences / USA-Italy, Pisa, ‘95
Organizations / The Mistress from Samos, Cambridge, MA 1990
Organizations / AIHA Program, Oct 2001
Organizations / AIHA Confer. -Italian Americans & their Public & Private Life, 1991
Organizations / AIHA / Prof. John Navone, S. J., 1995
Organizations / Monti, Daniel J., (tenure) 1990, 1993
Organizations / Avenas, F. Image of Italians seen through “Le Petit Dauphinois” (1918-40)
Organizations / Thorne, K. Baltimore’s Little Italy: Locating Italian American Exper. ‘04

**Box 63, Italian-American Studies / Brooklyn College**

Brooklyn College /1973 Italian–American Course, Kingsborough Community College
Brooklyn College / 1974-1975 Research re Italian –American Studies at BC
Brooklyn College / 1979 Italian–American Studies Committee / UFT bibliography
Brooklyn College / Conference- Role of Americans of Italian Heritage in 1980s
Brooklyn College /Community Organiz. Seminar; corresp., Italian–American related items
Brooklyn College /1981 Italian–American NEH proposal support letters
Brooklyn College / 1981 Italian–American related writings; includes book jacket
Brooklyn College / Spring 1981 - Photo Exhibit at BC
Brooklyn College / 1981-1983 Agnelli Foundations - photo exhibit spending
Brooklyn College / 1982 Receipts to/from Italian-American Studies at BC
Brooklyn College / 1979-1985 Correspondence - mailings Italian-American related
Brooklyn College / 1984 Political mailings received by JK - Italian-American related

**Box 64, Italian-American Studies Program/ Italian-American Surveys**
Italian-American Studies / Center, student surveys, 1974
Italian-American Studies / survey, 1975
Italian-American Surveys / correspondence and notes, 1975-1977
Inter-European Migration / including Polish-Americans, 1977
Italian-American Studies, BC / Proposals and Advisory Committees on 1975, 1979
Italian-American / AMICO Youth Program 1979-1980
Italian-American themed / clippings (photocopies), 1979-1980
Italian-American / AMICO-GHI (General Health Insurance), 1983
Italian-American Institute / clippings (photocopies), 1986-1987

Box 65
Italian-American Studies / students surveys 1983 / (four folders)
Italian-American Institute / Foster Higher Education

Box 66
Italian-American Studies, Center for / pamphlet
Italian American Studies, Center for / minutes and flyers
Italian American Studies / course materials for (2 folders)
Italian-American / BC student questionnaire, 1975
Italian-American Studies / College Life-survey of student exper at BC, 1975
Italian-American Studies / College Life-survey of student exper at BC,'75

Box 67
Surveys / Student Questionnaire, November 1974
Surveys / Italian-American Studies (no date)
Surveys / Italian Americans Student Surveys, 1975
Surveys / Student Surveys 1975

Box 68, Italian-American Studies / outside Brooklyn College
Italian-American Studies/National Organization of Ital.-Amer. Women, biography directory
Italian-American Studies/Facts About Italy, 1970-76 (not complete) & other info on Italy
Italian-American Studies/1975 Immigration/Ethnic Studies: Info, fellowships, events
Italian-American Studies/1979-1980 Institute for Assistance in Development of So. Italy
Italian-American Studies/1980 Italian language programs
Italian-American Studies/1981-1985 Italian-American newsletters sent to JK
Italian-American Studies/1981-1985 UNESCO—Italian-American Center
Italian-American Studies/IAMUS
Italian-American Studies/May 1982 "The Italian-American Agenda for 1980's confer-NYU
Italian-American Studies/ Miscellaneous items
Italian-American Studies/AIHA
Italian-American Studies/N.Y. Center for Ethnic Affairs: newsletters, corresp.

Box 69, Papers / Misc. Italian Materials (clippings, etc.)
Papers/Belfiglio, Valentine J., “The Italian Experience in Texas”
Papers/BC Center for Italian-American Studies (questionnaire, notes), 1975
Papers/ Delnegro, Giovanna. “The Role of Passeggiato”
Papers/Italian Americans Heritage
Papers/Misc. letters, articles, newspaper clippings on Italians
Misc. / Politics and Italian-Americans, flyers, Congressional record
Papers/Rustici, M. “Southern Italian Peasant as presented in (1) Christ Stopped at Eboli, (2) Fontamara, (3) Bread and Wine”
Misc. / Sons of Italy-Profile of Today’s Italian-American report, 2000
Misc. / Table of Contents to a study of Italian Americans
Misc. / Various Correspondence and notes—Italian American topics
Paper / __________, Italian American Community, part III, p.215-419

Box 70
Misc. / AMICO- Corresp., other information
Misc. / Ambassador - Autumn, 1989
Misc. / Bensonhurst - articles, movie reviews, newspaper articles
Misc. / Brentano, Carroll. Italian Influence on Bay Area Architecture
Misc. / Borolini, Helen, The Personal is Political, 1998
Misc. /Center for Ital- Amer Studies / Travel, meetings, and corresp. (1981-82, 1987)
Misc. /Certificate of Incorporation for AMICO / Draft of Bylaws, 1981
Misc. / Lettera dall’ Italia #11, 1996
Misc. / The Italic Way, XXI, 2001
Misc. / Queens College, Italian-American Studies
Misc./Italy. Italy - The Grand Neapolitan Christmas Creche in New York , 1987
Papers / Lohnes, Joan. “My Life in Harlem,” 1948-1964
Misc./ New York Times Magazine / Italian Americans
Misc. / Italian American organizations-newsletters, flyers
Misc. / Italian American -newspaper clippings on Italian Americans
Papers/ Primeggia, S. and Jos. Varacalli. Community & Identity on Italian-American Life,’93
Misc. / F&B Primo, Winter, 2001
Misc./2nd Mediterranean Congr. Social Psychiatry/by Krase- program, corresp ’81
Box 71

Misc. /La Campania v. 1 n2/3, 2001 (in Italian)
Misc. /Ethnic Conflict -newspaper clippings, articles, book reviews
Misc. /The Giglio - Brooklyn’s Dancing Tower
Misc. /Handwritten notes on Italian American Issues
Misc. /Italian Americans (1982) flyers, papers, communication
Misc. / Photo exhibits, use of Film as Research Tool in Comparative Urban Studies
Misc. /Proposal to establish Center: news clippings, other related materials (2 folders)
Misc. /Sicilia Magazine #1, 1988 (Italian/English)
Misc. /University of Bologna - places and museums
Misc. /Youth Problems in Italian Americans: notes, reports, articles

Box 72

Misc. /Emilio Panzarino diploma, completion of 8th grade, 1937 St. Rose of Lima School
Misc. /Case of Liberty: presentation to Italian American Leadership and Press, 1986
Misc. /Italian American Student Report
Misc. /Italian American Student Population and Working Sample
Misc. /Italian-American Advisory Council Agenda and other materials, 1983
Misc. /Italian American Council, Denver, CO 1983 (directions and notes)
Misc. /Maps for locations in Italy A-M
Misc. /Maps of locations in Italy, 1985
Misc. /Memorabilia
Misc. /Overview of Bella Vista, Philadelphia
Misc. /Secondary Concerns - guidelines, discrimination, media, politics
Misc. /Student survey - notes, questionnaire and coding
Misc. /Trips - to Rome 1985; to Providence, RI 1985
Misc. /Catalogue - The University of Pisa
Misc. /Vito Marcantonio - A recognition and celebration, 1998

Box 73, Papers

Papers / Carini, Mario A., Those Early Years
Papers / Center for Italian American Studies at BC: Making Mountains out of Mole Hills
Papers / Grillo, Clara C. Little Italy, Cleveland, Ohio
Papers / Hall, Michael M., The Italians in Sao Paula, 1880-1920, 1971
Papers / LaGumina, S.J., New York at Mid-Century..the Impellitteri Years
Papers / Laciano, P. Together with Saints or taken by the eye: Person, community, and magico-Religious expressions in a southern Italian town
Papers /Luconi, S. From Paesani to White Ethnics: Italian Experience in Philadelphia (2 copies)
Papers / Pane, Remigio U., Italian Americans in the Professions, 1979
Papers / Pelosi, Connie. NY City School Board
Papers / Rubino, A. Italian American politics: Local, global, cultural, personal, 1988
Papers / Russo, J. From Italophilia to Italophobia .... Ital-Amer in Early Guided Age
Papers / Spataro, D. Italians in America Sidewalk Socializing in Bklyn College Library
Papers / Unknown author, unknown title, p. 35-68
Papers / Varacalli, J. Changing Nature of Italian Problem in Catholic Church of America, ’84
Papers / Vecoli, R. Ital-Amer Radicalism-Old World Origins & New World Developments,’72
Papers / Vitiello, Justin. Elio Vittorini The Cities of the World
Papers / Weiner, H. Ital-Amer Cultural Nexus, part of a course in Ital-American Hist. ’88

Box 74, Italian Magazines/Journals
Magazines / Italy, Italy (1999, 2001 incomplete)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (2002, 2003)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (2004, 2005)
Magazines / Magic Island: In Sicily (2 copies)

Box 75
Magazines / Italy, Italy (May, July, November 1995)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (Feb, April, July, Sept, Dec 1996)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (Feb, June, Dec 1997)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (Feb/Mar, May/June, July/Aug, Oct, Nov, Dec, 1998)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (No. 1, No. 4, No. 6, 1999)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (No. 3, Nov. 4, No. 6, 2000)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (No. 1, No. 2, 2001)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (Feb/Mar 2004)
Magazines / Italy, Italy (Autumn 2005)

Box 76, Italian - Journals, Clippings
Journal / Acontecer Migratorio / Spanish Journal - May/June 1979
Journal / Magazines and Journals
Clippings / Italian language (photocopies), 1982
Clippings / Letter to Editor (NY Times), 1998 [re Italians]

SERIES 6: BROOKLYN COLLEGE / STUDENT PAPERS
Brooklyn Merchants’ Surveys; Social Science Issues, Student Projects;
Student Projects/Family History; Comparative Analysis; International Student Papers; American Studies; Brooklyn Neighborhoods; Other
Neighborhoods: Manhattan, Queens, etc; Exams/Syllabi; Observations/Papers

Box 77, Brooklyn Merchants’ Surveys /by students), 1973 + 1976
Surveys / (Bklyn) Merchant survey: NYC Department of Planning, Chase Manhattan
Surveys / 1973 Flatbush Ave merchants survey
Surveys / 1973 Merchant Surveys – not just Flatbush Ave, all over Brooklyn
Surveys / 1973 Flatbush Ave merchant surveys, includes summaries
Surveys / 1975 C.M. Archer report on Flatbush Ave merchant survey project
Surveys / 1975-1976 Flatbush Ave merchant surveys by students
Surveys / 1976 Flatbush Ave merchant surveys, filled out forms
Surveys / 1976 Flatbush Ave merchant survey reports by students
Surveys / 1976 Merchant surveys – Observations by students
Surveys / 1977-1978 5th Ave merchant survey -Park Slope corresp.with Chase Manhattan Bank
Surveys / Blank surveys (mainly of Brooklyn) 1979-1982

Box 78, Social Science Issues - Student Projects
Stud. Projects / Baker, Perry "Louie C. & Bensonhurst: ... Comparing 2 Leaders"
Stud. Projects / Beck, P. "The PLGNA: Analysis of Community Change at Grass Roots
Stud. Projects / Level" Charles, Joann - "Writing Component" 1983
Stud. Projects / Cocivera, Lisa - "AIDS Research"
Stud. Projects / Cohen, Helen - "Canarsie: A Small Town in a Big City" 1981
Stud. Projects / Green, Michael D. - "Boerum Hill Displacement Study: Progress Report"
Stud. Projects / Iardino, Francine - "Power in the Darkness"

Box 79, Social Science Issues - Student Projects (Continued)
Stud. Projects / Kawebaum, Arthur - "Juvenile Delinquency"
Stud. Projects / Likum, Donald J. - "Drug Abuse- Community School District #22"
Stud. Projects / Loftus, A. - "Analysis: Comparison of Two Social Groups & Their Leaders"
Stud. Projects / Miller, Phyllis - "Report on Drug Study Committee" 1980
Stud. Projects / Nuccio, Maria - "Street Corner Society" 1980
Stud. Projects / Seddio, F "Canarsie Community: Look at its History through Local Assoc."
Stud. Projects / Spiro, Phyllis, "Community Organization"
Stud. Projects / U __?__/W__?__, Cynthia - "History"
Stud. Projects / Unidentified student paper - "Methods"
Stud. Projects / Student papers 6/70 - Speech 8/70 - Student trip to PLGNA 6/71

Box 79 (continued) Social Issues - Student Projects
Stud. Projects / Allen, Tyren. "Adrian"
Stud. Projects / Burgess, Thomasina. "Community Organization"
Stud. Projects / Cohen, Michael. "Italians in the Canarsie Section of Brooklyn"

Box 80, (continued) Social Issues - Student Projects
Stud. Projects / Gillen, Mary. “...Organization of Block Assoc. in Glendale, Queens”, ’74
Stud. Projects / Jensen, R. "A Community in Brooklyn, Ctr of Polish Religious Life is Closed”
Stud. Projects / Jones, Yvonne, "From a Home to a Community”, 1998
Stud. Projects / Klein, N. "Aged Senior Groups in a community, Boro Park Community”
Stud. Projects / Kong, Mary. “Community Organization”
Stud. Projects / Kowal, Sally. “Collection of Journalistic Accounts dealing with ...”
Stud. Projects / Leacock, Michelle “Tourism in New York City”, 2002
Stud. Projects / McFadden, M."Tenant Organiz.-Developmental Community Based Project” 74
Stud. Projects / Murphy, E. "Micro Inquiry into Movement of Residents on E. 93rd St.” 2001
Stud. Projects / Scott, Robert. "The Death of a Tree"
Stud. Projects / Valvera, Marge. “”My Observations of Community Organizations”, ’78

Box 81, (continued) Social Issues - Student Projects
Stud. Projects / Albury, Vernelle B. "N.Y. Community Insti. Communiversity Program”, ’74
Stud. Projects / Bares, Esmond, Jr. "Eestablishing a Tutorial Program in Grades 6- 9”, ’75
Stud. Projects / Bonnling, Joy. "My Name is Joy McCauley”
Stud. Projects / Caravello, G. "Community Power-Geminschaft, Geselschaft ...”
Stud. Projects / Chaplin, Benjamin. “A Community Study”
Stud. Projects /Clinton, Jean Eddy. The Italian and Haitian Experiences in the U.S.A.”
Stud. Projects /Gaboton, Marie G. “Waterfronts”
Stud. Projects /Langley, Selma A. “Prostitution and Deviance”, 1980
Stud. Projects /Legros, N. “Movie Theaters on Brooklyn’s Ethnic Neighborhoods”
Stud. Projects /Millien, Michelle. “Manhattan in 1945 through the Eyes of Julia James”
Stud. Projects /Reid, Reinaldo. “Sociology of Culture”
Stud. Projects /Ross, L. “Analysis of Change in Census Tract 514 Planning Distr.14” 75
Stud. Projects /Turnofsky, Roselyn. “Seminar on Community Organization”
Stud. Projects /Turteltaub, Allan. “Community Organization”
Stud. Projects /Weiner, Gerri. “Life in Manhattan During the Great Depression”
Stud. Projects /Weinstock, Orly “The Inner City (Flatbush)”, 2001

Box 82, Student Projects – Family History
Stud. Projects /Anzalone, Amelia – no title; includes old family photos. 1982
Stud. Projects /Dana, Eileen, “Cahalans”
Stud. Projects /Failla, Maria – “History of a Family” 1980
Stud. Projects /Ferrone, Maryanne – “My Italian Background”
Stud. Projects /Guastella, Paul – “Personal Narrative of an Italian Immigrant”
Stud. Projects /Ianelli, ____ “?Student project “1/81”
Stud. Projects /Intagliata, Doreen Silvia – “Immigrant Interview” 6/81
Stud. Projects /Kane, R. “Family History”, “Trousse Documents”, & “Ragato Family Documents”
Stud. Projects /Family History Report Forms

**Box 83, Student Projects – Family History with audiotapes**
Stud. Projects /Fracicia, Marianna – just 2 audiotapes
Stud. Projects /Gerbino, Eleanor – “Family History” 1981; one audiotape
Stud. Projects /Misc.- personal family photos unassociated with any project

**Box 84, Social Power—Student Projects**
Stud. Projects /Bajor, Malgorzata. “When did I Discover I did not have Social Power”
Stud. Projects /Bolotin, Alex. “How did I learn that I have Social Power”
Stud. Projects /Czarnecki, Cinnamon. “How I Learned that I had Social Power”
Stud. Projects /Fidirko, Artem “the Power Within”
Stud. Projects /Hessney, A. “How I Learned I did or did not have Social Power”, 1998
Stud. Projects /Kushnir, Yelena “Power”
Stud. Projects /Marino, Jason. “Social Power through Mediation”
Stud. Projects /Masri, Marc. “Social Power in My Life”
Stud. Projects /Nuccio, Maria. “Societal Power”
Stud. Projects /Rigalovskaya, E. “How I leaned I did and did not have Social Power”
Stud. Projects /Smith, Keith. “My Social power”
Stud. Projects /Xenakis, George. “How I Learned that I did have Social Power”

Box 85, Comparative Analysis
Analysis / Class List for Comparative Analysis
Analysis / Bezner “Black, Italian, Chinese, American Social Instit. ...Family, Religion,” 1978
Analysis / Conway, “Comparison of Black Americans, Puerto Rican Americans, Italian ...”’78
Analysis / Ferrell, Mary. “Italian Americans, Chinese Americans, and Black Americans”
Analysis / Garfield, J. “Compare & Contrast 3 ethnic groups: Chinese, Americans, Italian ...’78”
Analysis / Keazer, Jean. “People of American”
Analysis / Levine, B. “Comparative Study of Three Ethnic Groups: Jews, Italians, Puerto Ricans”
Analysis/Schlachter, S. “Comparison of Jewish, Chinese, Italian Americans in Immigration...”
Analysis / Shapiro, Barbara. “Three Immigrant Groups in American”
Analysis / Sultan, S.J. “Puerto Rican Immigrants Italian Immigrants—a Comparison”
Analysis / Unknown author, “Black American, Chinese American & Italian American Females ...”

Box 86, International Student Papers
Papers / Ballard, Denisa  “A day of My Life as a Child in Kosice Slovakia”
Papers / Belle, Letta “Jamaica”, 1995
Papers / Braithwaite, S. “Urban & Culture Study on ... Guyana South America in the 1960’s”, 98
Papers / Conenna, Lucy. “Mola di Bari, Italy late 1940’s”, 1999
Papers / Denhoffer, Sharyn. “Peking Today”
Papers / Elbaz, Dvora. “The Darkest Ghetto (Warsaw, Poland)”
Papers / Escalera, Irna. “I, Marcella (Pompeii, Italy)”
Papers / Fasarakis, Thalia “Classical Period of Ancient Greece”, 1992
Papers / Ferraro, Loren “Baghdad, Iraq”
Papers / Gillian, Joseph “Life in Hong Kong in 1950”, 1999
Papers / Ginsberg, Abby. “Guangzhou, China”, 1975
Papers / Guariglia, Maria "A Venetian Diary"
Papers / Hyams, Kim. "Cairo, Egypt: 1913"
Papers / Jacques, France R. "A day in Port-au-Price, Haiti"
Papers / Jordan, Betsy M. "Day in the Life of .... Gayanese School Teacher", '98
Papers / Keenan, Laura "Singapore", 1998
Papers / Lenzo, Aneida. "Cairo, Egypt"
Papers / McMorrow, Colleen M. "Portland", 1995
Papers / McPartland, Patricia. "Puerto Colorado, Mexico City in 1957"
Papers / Mirell, Phillip "London in the 19th Century"
Papers / Navarrete, Marie "History of Romania", 1998
Papers / Newell, S. "7/15/1789-Day on Streets of Paris during the French Revolution"
Papers / Oginsky, Alison "El Nahra, Iraq", 1992
Papers / Saar, Liat "Tel Aviv", 1995
Papers / Thomas, D. "Effect of Urbanization on People of Grenada, 17-20th Cent." '92
Papers / Israel photocopies of several pages
Papers / "Panama City"

Box 87, Final Papers / American Studies
Final Papers / List of Students and their papers
Papers / Italian-American Experience Student Assignments, Spring, 1978
Papers / Abbene, Karen, Final Paper Assignment—Italian Americans
Papers / Alleva, P. "Prominent Italians & Italians-Americans in American Politics."
Papers / Accettura, Joe. Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Bartotta, Angelo. Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Buccini, Eugene. "Italian Americans and Disco"
Papers / Cagno, Sally. Final Paper
Papers / Ceneri, Joan - Final Paper; "Blood of My Blood"
Papers / DeAngelo, Camille - Final Paper, 1978
Papers / DeMeo, John - "Caratteristiche Italo-American", 1980
Papers / DeRosa, Chris - "Italian-Americans", 1978
Papers / Hibert, Maryann - Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Mancuso, R. “Beginnings of Belmont: Ital-American Community in North Bronx”
Papers / Mongelli, Rosanne. Final Paper
Papers / Myers, Maria - "The Decameron by Giovanni Boccaccio”, 1977
Papers / Pinto, Michael - “Italians in American”, 1980
Papers / Pisano, Paul - Final paper, 1978
Papers / Robertazzi, John - Final Paper
Papers / Rosenberg, Frank - “The Padrone System”, 1978
Papers / Rosenberg, Frank -“The Struggle for Better Conditions, part 1”, 1978
Papers / Sanger, Toni -“The Italian American Community”
Papers / Savaglio, Anthony - Final paper
Papers / Shrimpton, Glenn - Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Spatola, Maria - Final Paper
Papers / Spencer, Anita - “A Film Forum Report”
Papers / Torre, Philip - Final Paper
Papers / Veich, Robert - Final Paper
Papers / Viola, Lillian - Term paper, 19778
Papers / Visci, Joseph - Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Vitta, Jennie - “The Italian Experience”, 1978
Papers / Wanfried, Steven - Final Paper, 1978
Papers / Zannino, Rosa - Final paper, 1978

Box 88, Brooklyn Neighborhoods

Neighborhoods / Aviles, Edwin. District 14—Midwood, Flatbush, Kensington, 1993
Neighborhoods / Chapman, Denise. Weeksville, 1992
Neighborhoods / Conteduc a, A. My Four Corners in Bensonhurst-the Next Dawn, 2001
Neighborhoods / Davis, E. Bridge to the World: Imaging Ethnicity in Brooklyn, Bay Ridge ’03
Neighborhoods / Ford,_____ . Living in Midwood
Neighborhoods / Hinkson, ______. Clinton Hill Section of Brooklyn
Neighborhoods / Jones, R. Riverdale Towers My Private Community. (Brownsville)
Neighborhoods / Kennedy, Ernestine. Coney Island, 1979
Neighborhoods / Lynch, Frances. Marine Park Action Association
Neighborhoods / Levatt, Felicia East New York, 2001
Neighborhoods / Licorish, A. Community Organization (Bedford Stuyesant, 1980)
Neighborhoods / Milley, Jennifer. Traditional Community, Crown Heights
Neighborhoods / Phillips, Scott. MIIdwood, 1993
Neighborhoods / Quashie, Annette. (Paper on East Flatbush)
Neighborhoods / Richardson, Janice Old Mill Basin, 2001
Neighborhoods / Rein, S. Murrow High School-A Force for Community Action: Midwood
Neighborhoods / Robinson, Valentina M. Brooklyn Community District 18, 1981
Neighborhoods / Roche, I. Tale of Two Block Assoc, S-T Block and T-U Block, 1981
Neighborhoods / Sanchez-Badillo, Nancy Lee. Sunset Park, Visual Survey-Census Tract 84, '03
Neighborhoods / Tyler, S. Census Tract 183-Fort Greene; Prospect Lefferts Garden, '03
Neighborhoods / Whitaker, Norma A Portrait of a Neighborhood, 1980 (East Flatbush)

Box 89,
Neighborhoods / Ahmed, K. Visit to a Neighborhood in Brooklyn, 2003
Neighborhoods / Budd, Diana. Crown Heights-A Neighborhood Divided
Neighborhoods / Coniglio, Daniel. The Italians of Bensonhurst
Neighborhoods / Fordin, Sheryl. From Brooklyn to Russia and Back (Brighton Beach), 1998
Neighborhoods / Gordon, N. South Midwood-Study of a Brooklyn Community, 1981
Neighborhoods / Hill, Maxine. Sociology Outline of Community Project
Neighborhoods / Hooper, Sam. Brighton Beach, 2003
Neighborhoods / Houston, Allison. Chinatown-New York City, 2001
Neighborhoods / Isidore, R. Flatbush: Suburban Developments in Flatbush, 1994
Neighborhoods / Lane, Marsha. Inner City-Crown Heights (2 copies), 2001
Neighborhoods / Li, ZhaoQi. Sunset Park Community in Brooklyn, 2003
Neighborhoods / McGuire, Elizabeth. Analysis of the Marine Park section of Brooklyn
Neighborhoods / Murray, Arleen. Term Paper, Crown Heights
Neighborhoods / Pallante, Lisa. Bensonhurst Brooklyn 1950’s
Neighborhoods / Russo, Gina. The Riegelmann Boardwalk, 2001
Neighborhoods / Scott, R. Success of Architects: Visual Impressions of Metrotech, 1994
Neighborhoods / Sibblies, S. Bridge to the World: Imaging Ethnicity in Bklyn(E. Flatbush), '03
Neighborhoods / Turrue, Jeannette. The World of Bushwick
Neighborhoods / Yurman, A. Revisiting Block where I grew up: 341 Third St, Bklyn, NY, 1998

Box 90,
Neighborhoods / Berezin, Michelle. Belle Harbor
Neighborhoods / David, L. Observing a Traditional Neighborhood (Bedford-Stuyvesant) ‘95
Neighborhoods/ DiBisceglie, T. Vernacular Landscape of Census Track 106, (Windsor Terr) ‘03
Neighborhoods / DiDesiderio, Maria. Brooklyn in the 1920’s
Neighborhoods / Dilorenzo, G. Observations of Ditmas Park, Today, Yesterday, 1999
Neighborhoods / Findling, J. Traditional Urban Community Obervation (Midwood) 1994
Neighborhoods / French, Greville. The Rogers Avenue Block Association
Neighborhoods / Gill, Diann G., A Neighborhood Melting Pot, (Flatbush), 1998
Gonzalez, Lydia. The Rugby Section of Brooklyn and its Haitian Community
Neighborhoods / Johnson, C. Vernacular Landscape of District 16(Ocean Hill Brownsville),’93
Neighborhoods / Kolbe, Peter. Three Parts of Williamsburg, 2001
Neighborhoods / Lev, Stephen. The Gowanus Canal Community Development Corp.
Neighborhoods / Maine, G. Vernacular Landscape of Census Tract 100, Sunset Park 03
Neighborhoods / Pratt, Shirine. From Weeksville to Bedfort-Stuyvesant
Neighborhoods / Rickson, Sheri. Bedford-Stuyvesant
Neighborhoods / Rizzo, Galtano. Traditional Urban Community: Bath Beach, 1994
Neighborhoods / Romney, Marie. The 70th Precinct and Community Involvement, ’72
Neighborhoods / Sullivan, F. Historical Profile of Sunset Park ... Policy Board #7, 1981
Neighborhoods / Torruella, Jeanette. The Walls of Bushwick
Neighborhoods / Trotman, G. ....Bedford-Stuyvesant. An Inner City Community. 1976
Neighborhoods / Walcott, Clyde. The Melting Pot, (East Flatbush, 1994)
Neighborhoods / Weldon, Lottie. Gowanus Canal Community Development Corp.
Neighborhoods / Williams, Frances. A Look at the Community of Park Slope, 1981

Box 91,

Neighborhoods / Armstrong, Almina. Outline-Community Organization, 1974
Neighborhoods / Blumstein, Karyn. Brooklyn during the 1960’s., 1992
Neighborhoods / Blunt, Winston. The Gowanus Canal Development Corporation
Neighborhoods / Bruns, Elaine. Census Tract 508 (Flatbush), 2003
Neighborhoods / Edinboro, L. N.Y. Metropolitan Region (Bedford-Stuyvesant), 2003
Neighborhoods / Fattah, Munera. Cobble Hill, 2001
Neighborhoods / Ferraro, Lorne Zip Code  11204
Neighborhoods / Fordin, S. & L. Reilly. Layout of certain streets and avenues of Bklyn
Neighborhoods / Gwinn, John. Census Tract 1156
Neighborhoods / Hicks, Judith. Local neighborhood; Typical Urban Experience; Notes
Neighborhoods / Hillman, Mary. Gowanus Carroll Gardens project, 1982
Neighborhoods / Jacques, France. Flatbush Avenue, 1994
Neighborhoods / Kimble, Curtis. Coney Island, Tract 326
Neighborhoods / Layne, O. Problem Area of East N.Y. Showing & Assessing Problems, 81
Neighborhoods / McFadden, Mattie. 415 Lefferts Avenue Tenants Association, 1974
Neighborhoods / McMorrow, Colleen. My Neighborhood: Ozone park
Neighborhoods / Murphy, Linda. Map of 3 Blocks-54th St.-57th St between 7th -8th Ave
Neighborhoods / Reed-Harrison, Gail. Brownsville
Neighborhoods / Rosenblatt, Larry. Borough Park Survey
Neighborhoods / Shepard, Veronica. Gowanus Project Fieldwork log
Neighborhoods / Shepard, Veronica. Gowanus Project Report
Neighborhoods / __________, Sheephead Bay Brooklyn Census tract 592.
Neighborhoods / Sheridan, J. Life in Brooklyn, New York in the Late 1940’s., 1995
Neighborhoods / Spitzer, ____. Mental Map of Sheephead Bay, 1994
Neighborhoods / Sutherland, Ann. The Urbanization of Kings County, Brooklyn, 1992
Neighborhoods / Trotman, Greta. Bedford, an urban Community, 1975
Neighborhoods / Turco, ___. Boro Park Suburb for Eagerly Americanizing Immigrants ...
Neighborhoods / Vazquez, T. & E. Poland. In Search of Latin Religiosity in Sunset Park ...’99
Neighborhoods/Victory, E. Community District Description (Crown Heights, Prospect Hts ...) 03
Neighborhoods / Weldon, L. Gowanus Canal Community Development Corporation

Box 92, Other Neighborhoods / Manhattan, Queens, etc
Neighborhoods / Armstrong, A. Community Organizations Briarwyck Apartments, '74
Neighborhoods / Azori, Yonette. The Inner city, 2001
Neighborhoods / Boggan, Ann. West 85th Block Association, 1973
Neighborhoods / Brown, Janet. The Lenox Hill Neighborhood Association, 1976
Neighborhoods / Butts, Angel. The Deuce’s Wild: Struggle to Control 42nd Street, '01
Neighborhoods / __________, Dayton Towers East (Rockaway Park)
Neighborhoods / Gillen, Mary. The 72nd Street—Indiana Place Block Association, 1974
Neighborhoods / Johnson, Gloria. The World Financial Center, 1992
Neighborhoods / New York Magazine (4/21/86), A Day Dawns in Brooklyn
Neighborhoods / Phillip, A. Neighborhood in Queens: Same Ancestry Creates Diversity ...
Neighborhoods / Prescott, J.E. Observation of Melbourne Cultural Assoc. (Barbados), ’71
Neighborhoods / Sciulara, Anthony. Stapleton, 2001
Neighborhoods / Yanofsky, Alta. Las Angeles, 1998
Neighborhoods / Victory, Errol. Field Trip to World Trade Center, 2003
Neighborhoods / West 85th Str. Block Assoc. (Broadway to Riverside) Student Paper
Neighborhoods / Williamson, Dorell M. Changes in East Elmhurst, 2001
Neighborhoods / Yakob, Feigy. Greenwich Village, 1956

Box 93, Exams / Syllabi
Exams / Students A-F
Exams / Students G-L
Exams / Students M-P
Exams / Students Q-S
Exams / Students T-Z
Exams / Final and Midterm Exam Questions
Exams / Student Notes, 9/95—3/96

Box 94 Miscellaneous
Misc. / Syllabi - Krase, J.
Misc. / Correspondence, notes, short papers
Misc. / Student Portfolio for Sociology 26.4
Misc. / Sociology Resources, 1994
Misc. / Student Drawings of Houses for Class
Misc. / __________, Summertime in my Neighborhood
Misc. / Vogel, Howard. Study Project. Spring, 1987

Box 95, Observations / Papers
Papers / Anderson, L. Observation-World Financial Center; Feast of the Giglio, 1997
Papers / Boutsis, John. The World Financial Center; The Italian Festival, 1997
Papers / Chen, Xiaohong. World Financial Center; New Chinatown, 1997
Papers / Clark, Talana M. Observations of Metrotech and the World Financial Center
Papers / E. D. A Segment of Flatbush Avenue—A Microcosm of the Inner City
Papers / Frank, Andrew. Observation #2: West Fourth Street Festival, 1997
Papers / Harrison, Grecian. A Visit to Metrotech, 1998
Papers / Havens, Christopher. Metrotech BID
Papers / Heisler, D. ...Metrotech: How it Compares to World Financial Ctr, 1998
Papers / Jean-Baptiste, Kenny. Observation Paper: Metrotech
Papers / Johnson, T. Modern v Traditional: Pictorial View of Urban Communities (Bed-Stuyvesant)
Papers / Johnson, T. Mill Basin, Traditional Urban Community (and World Financial Ctr)
Papers / Jones, D. World Financial Center—Tradition Community of Bedford-Stuyvesant, 1995
Papers / Kaya, D. Observation#2, MeroTech Business Improvement District, '98
Papers / Majmin, Michael. Field Observation Paper on the Metrotech
Papers / Matheson, T. Modern & Traditional Communities (WFC & African Str Festival), 95
Papers / McIntosh, Simone A. Surrounding s of the WFC & Feast of the Giglio, 1997
Papers / Motique, Sonia Field Trip to a modern Urban Community, WFC, 1997
Papers / Riggio, Joseph. Metrotech and WFC, 1998
Papers / Rodenstein, A. Visit NYC’s World Financial/World Trade Center ... Giglio 97
Papers / St. Aubain, Bernard. Metrotech; The Good Community; WFC, 1998
Papers / Singer, Allison. World Financial Center and Chinatown
Papers / Smookler, T. ... Traditional Urban Community (Boro Park), 95
Papers / Superbia, Jr., Antonio. Sociology of the Urban Community Metrotech Ctr, '98
Papers / Watson, T. Field Trip-World Financial Ctr /Field Trip,African Str Festival, 95
Papers / Wilson, V. Observation papers: World Finance Ctr /African Art Str Festival, 97
Papers / Zion, Aviva. The WFC and Boro Park

Box 96

Papers / ________. Modern Urban Community-WFC & Traditional Urban Community ...
Papers / Alexander, A. Financial Center Observation & Sunset Park Observation, 2000
Papers / Amorosa, Rose. World Financial Center and Feast of the Giglio, 1994
Papers / Brody, David. Sunset Park and World Financial center, 1999
Papers / Brown, Carol. World Trade Center and Sunset Park, 2000
Papers / Campbell, Laura. Observations of Urban Communities
Papers / Carroll, M. An observation of the Promenade & World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Chandler, P. Observation of the African Street Festival and the WFC, 1994
Papers / Eckhaus, B. World Trade Center Observation and Sunset Park Observation
Papers / Edwards, G. Observation Notes- Urban Communities; "Modern & Traditional"
Papers / Ellman, Linda. Battery Park City and Chinatown, 1990
Papers / Fitzgerald, J. Traditional Community & Modern Urban Community- A Comparison, '92
Papers / Gellman, Rena. World Financial Center and Borough Park, 1999
Papers / Griffin, Osie L. Chinatown-Battery Park: Critique of Self & Community in City 90
Papers / Hancock, Nancy. WFC and Chinese Festival, 2000
Papers / Hull, C. Brooklyn’s West Indian-American Day Festival Battery Park City, '92
Papers / Hughes, Venice. World Trade center and Sunset Park, 1999
Papers / Hyland-Larsen, Tanja. Sunset Park and World Financial Center
Papers / Julian, Connie. Battery Park City and Boro Park, 1994
Papers / Kahira, A. Battery Park City- Chinatown; Compare & Contrast Self & Community
Papers / O'Donnell, Meghan. Sunset Park and Battery Park City and WFC.
Papers / Lyons, M. Analysis of the Myth, Marginality, Self and Community, 1990
Papers / Leung, Ronald. Field Observation—Sunset Park 2000
Papers / Laverde, A. Observations of Modern Urban Community; Traditional Urban Community
Papers / Latour, Harold D. WFC and Battery Park; Sunset Park; Borough Park
Papers / Mills, A. Observations Notes on a Urban and Modern Communities
Papers / Murphy, Patricia. Observation paper—Sunset Park and WFC, 1999
Papers / Owens, Adele Regan. Urban vs Rural: A Tale of Two Malls, 1995
Papers / Patterson, Jacqueline. Survival of Fittest: Battery park City & Chinatown, '90
Papers / Pekor, Michael. Battery Park City and Chinatown
Papers / Phillips, Floyd T. New York Financial District and Harlem, 1995
Papers / Priester, Melissa. Sunset Park, 1999
Papers / Reid, Desmond A. Chinatown and Battery Park City, 1990
Papers / Roberts, Charmaine. The World Financial Center Observation,. 1999
Papers / Russo, Deborah. Feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and WFC., 1994
Papers / Ryan, E. World Financial Center and Feast of the Lady of Mount Carmel, '94
Papers / Sadofsky, Murray. Street Corner Society, 1988
Papers / Salcedo, Carlos E. WTC and Sunset Park
Papers / Softleigh, Zylia. WFC and the Year of the Dragon
Papers / Thompson, Amy. Sunset Park Observation
Papers / Vitiello, Whitney. Chinese New Year
Papers / Walker, Almarie. Battery Park City and Chinatown
Papers / Williams, Emma L. WFC and Feast of the Giglio, 1994
Papers / Williams, Jennifer E. World Financial Center
Papers / Wong, Shu Min. WTC and Sunset Park
Box 97

Papers / Alfred, Debra. Observation: Traditional Urban Community
Papers / Bennetti, Lisa. World Financial Center and Battery Park City
Papers / Blake, Gary. Battery park City and East Flatbush, Brownsville, 1992
Papers / Boyce, Angela. A Comparison of Communities (95th Street and WFC)
Papers / Byrd, Karl. Self & Community & Observations Battery Park City/Chinatown, '91
Papers / Daly, Michael. Ethnographic Observation—Sunset park--, 1999
Papers / Depalo, Kathy. Gerritsen Beach
Papers / Dufour, Harriet. Sunset Park and World Trade Center (photos)
Papers / Ercolino, Ellen M. World Trade Center and Bike Path in Brooklyn, 1993
Papers / Forster, Latisha. WFC and Harlem, Starret City, East New York
Papers / Furman, Cathy. A Tale of Two islands: WFC & Lady's Island, S.C., 1993
Papers / Gelman, A. Ethnographic Research paper, WFC & MetroTech
Papers / Girard, Valerie. WTC and Chinatown
Papers / Goodstone, Victor WFC and Borough Park, 1992
Papers / Harrison, Grecian. World Financial Center, 1998
Papers / Hemingway, Tyler. WFC and Feast of the Giglio, 1994
Papers / Kleynerman, Ilya. World Financial Center and Brighton Beach, 1995
Papers / Lyons, Marine. Analysis of Chinatown and Battery park City, 1990
Papers / Mazzola-Murrell, D. WFC and 18th Avenue between 63rd & 68th Streets, 1994
Papers / Ostrin, Steve. WFC and Brighton Beach, 1993
Papers / Pantano, Anthony. World Financial Center, 2003
Papers / Paul, Ray World Financial Center and MetroTech, 1998
Papers / Rizzo, Gaetano. Bath Beach, 1994
Papers / Safford, Sean. African Street Festival and Boys and Girls High school, 1994
Papers / Sanders, Eileen. World Financial Center and Williamsburg, 1995
Papers / Song, Yudong. Comparison of two books in class, 1991
Papers / Vigilante, Miles. Chinatown and World Financial Center
Papers / Whitenack, Erica. 10th Avenue and 61st Street
Papers / __________, 18th Avenue between 63rd and 68th Street

Box 98,

Papers / Eccles, Joslyn G. Annual Caribbean Fair in Prospect Park; WFCenter, 1994
Papers / Edwards, Audrey. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Edwards, Frances. Suburban Community Mall; Urban Community Mall
Papers / Ferrara-Slater, S. Winter Garden; Quaker Bridge Mall; Bklyn Community Distr 1/497
Papers / Findling, Jay.  Midwood
Papers / Gadson-Paul, Geraldine  Lesson High and Wet, 1999
Papers / Gerson, A.  Roosevelt Field Mall; Lower Manhattan; Sheephead Bay Community, ’04
Papers / Guinn, J.  World Financial Center; Suburban Mall Observation; Census Tract 1156, ’03
Papers / Hewitt, Cherise.  Traditional Urban community; Land of the Forgotten
Papers / Johnson, Carianne.  Urban Community; Suburban Community
Papers / Koulentianis, L.  WFCenter; Roosevelt Field Mall; Distr18, Census Tract 640
Papers / Li, Z.  Roosevelt Field Mall; Chinatown; Ethnic Enclaves &Urban Communities … ’03
Papers / Maina, Gertrude.  World Financial Center; Roosevelt Mall, 2003
Papers / Maresca, James.  Neighborhoods: Ethnicity Diversity and Change
Papers / McBeth, Michelle.  Observation Urban Mall; Observation Suburban Mall, 2003
Papers / Modica, Marianne.  Observations of a Modern Traditional Community; ...1994
Papers / Pantano, Anthony.  Community Distr 7 Bklyn, NY; Suburban Shopping Center
Papers / Patti, Irene.  Turf (Kelley Park), 1974
Papers / Rios, Michelle.  Urban Mall Visit; Suburban Mall Visit, 2002
Papers / Rizzo, Gaetano J.  World Financial Center, 1994
Papers / Selver, C., 42nd Str Midtown; Vanity Fair Mall Road; description of Tract #57 (Red Hook); Red Hook and Gowanus—past and present; District #6 and Tract #71, Bklyn,’03
Papers / Sikoutris, Michael E., World Financial Center; Crown Heights
Papers / Skolnick, Phil  World Trade Center; Traditional Urban Community, 1994
Papers / Sola, A.  WFCenter; Orthodox Jewish Community Williamsburg, ’94
Papers / Sverdlova, Y.  WFCtr; Roosevelt Field Mall; Bklyn Community Distr. 13, 03
Papers / Thomas, Y.  Observation of a Modern & Traditional Urban Community, 2003
Papers / Tiedt, A.  World Financial Ctr; Roosevelt Field Mall; Queens Distr 3, Tract 289, ’03
Papers / Tutol, William.  Lower Manhattan; Paramus Park, Paramus, NJ; West Village, NY
Papers / Tyler, Salema.  Greenpoint Observation; Sunset Park/ Borough Park
Papers / Urena, Manuel.  Sunset Park Project, 2001
Papers / Vershleiser, B.  How do Political Machines use Immigrants to Gain Power? ’99
Papers / Wainer, Kit Adam.  The World Financial Center and the Lower East Side, 1993
Papers / Wang, Houzhen.  WFCtr & Battery Park City; Visit to San Francisco DiPaola Festival in the Traditional Community
Papers / Whitehall, B.  Manhattan Mall; Danbury Fair Mall; Crime in NYC from 1984-2000, ’03
Papers / Williamson, Dorell M., Changes and Programs East Elmhurst (Queens)
Papers / Zhang, Huan Yuan.  WFCtr; Roosevelt Field Mall Trip; Manhattan Community District 3, Census Track 16, 2003
Papers / Zimmerman, Rachel.  Esplanade; Trip to Bar Harbor Beach, 1994

Box 99,
Papers / Carroll, Marc. An Observation of sunset Park, 1999
Papers / DeJesus, Barbara. Canarsie: A Community Survives
Papers / Frank, Andrew. Observation World Financial Center, 1997
Papers / Goodluck, Gillian. Sunset Park; World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Hendricks, Lenora. Observation of the Financial Center’ Sunset Park Observations
Papers / Kaufman, M. Glimpse into Sunset Park/ Borough Park; WFCtr; Battery Park City, ’99
Papers / Kimble, Curtis. Brighton Beach; Chintown
Papers / Lavali, James Kakama. World Financial Center; African Street Festival
Papers / Liebovitz, Philip. World Financial Center; Chinatown, 1995
Papers / Mahl, Bonnie. Brighton Beach; the World Financial Center, 1995
Papers / Nair, Hema. Sunset/Borough Park; World Financial District, 1999
Papers / Papa-Micari, Jennifer. Ethnographic Paper—World Trade center, 1999
Papers / Pierce, Michelle. World Financial center; African Festival, 1997
Papers / Pintro, Addison. The New Chinatown (Brooklyn) Sunset Park
Papers / Priester, Melissa World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Reyes, Antolina. Sunset Park History, 1993
Papers / Ricca, Laura. Inner city Final Paper—Rockaway Parkway, 2001
Papers / Rubino, Julieann Aiello. World Financial Center, 1995
Papers / Sandy, Debra. Overview of Crown heights through Visual Sociology
Papers / St. Louis, Marie Marcelin. Bedford-Stuyvesant A Ghetto, yet..a community
Papers / Satriana, Jean. 8th Avenue and 50th Street; World Trade Center
Papers / Smith, Rona E. Feast of the Giglio; World Financial Center
Papers / Terebessy, Erika. Sunset Park; World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Tokponwey, M. Ethnographic Study: Borough Park; World Financial Ctr, ’99
Papers / Twine, Nina. Three Brooklyn Neighborhoods, 1988
Papers / Verano, Trinita. East Flatbush, 2001
Papers / Vershleiser, Beth. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Ward, Debra. Chinatown; World Financial Center, 1997
Papers / Wint, Christopher. Brownsville Then and Now, 1998

Box 100,

Papers / Abend, Carl. Thoughts on the World Financial center Visit
Papers / Adams, Jennifer. Description of A Brooklyn Neighborhood, 2001
Papers / Adler, Robert M. Brighton Beach Area, 1993
Papers / Ahmed, Kazi A Small Town in A Big City, 2003
Papers / Balan, Calline World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Barone, Matthew. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Bennetti, Lisa. Sunset Park; Lesson Plan
Papers / Berezin, M. Battery Park City; Borough Park; Lesson Plan for Social Studies, 1994
Papers / Blake, L. Downtown Manhattan from Battery Park—World Trade Ctr; Sunset Park, '99
Papers / Bonner, Cynthia. Sunset Park; Borough Park, 2001
Papers / Brody, E. Midtown Manhattan; Roosevelt Field Mall; District 12—Borough Park,'03
Papers / Bruns, Elaine. Class Field Trip to New York City, 9/27/03; Bklyn Community Distr 14
Papers / Chase, Gwenyth. WFCtr; Flatbush Ave nr Hawthorne St. & Church Ave
Papers / Chase, Kenneth Observation of World Trade Center—Battery Park City, 1995
Papers / Cincotta, Anthony World Financial center; Chinatown-Bay Ridge
Papers / Cipriano, Barbara-Ann. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Chesner, Gary. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Coleman, Dawn M. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Cooney, Stanelle World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Daniel, Tyrone. World financial center, 1999
Papers / Dawson-Davis, M. Heights of Stuyvesant Hts; Suburban Shopping Mall; ... '03
Papers / Dhilly, D. Brooklyn Community Dist. 12; Shopping in Lower Manhattan; Roosevelt Mall
Papers / DiBisceglie, T. "...Vernacular Landscape Census Track 106, District 7, Bklyn," '03
Papers / Havens, Christopher. World Financial Center
Papers / Hill, Lorrie. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Jean-Baptiste, Kenny The world Financial Center
Papers / Johnson, Gloria Chinatown, A Traditional Community, 1992
Papers / Joseph, Jacqueline. World Trade Center, 2000
Papers / Kaya, Deborah World Financial Center, 1998
Papers / Kwait, Howard World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Lewis, Val. World Financial Center; Metro-Tech
Papers / Majmin, Michael. World Financial Center
Papers / Manteria-Porter, Christine. Battery Park City
Papers / Mitchell, Rose-Marie. World Trade Center, 1999
Papers / Nelson, Elaine. World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Roberts, Joseph. World Financial Center; Sunset Park
Papers / Schmude, Richard World Financial Center
Papers / Schoor, Allison H., A View from the World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Seltzer, M.  World Financial Center; Observation of 8th Avenue & 61st Street
Papers / Silecchia, Joey.  The World Trade Center Visit
Papers / Swan, Jayne.  World Financial Center, 1999
Papers / Walklet, Sandra.  Battery park City, 1999
Papers / Williams, Rosemary.  World Financial Center; Chinatown, 1995

SERIES 7:  WRITINGS / by Others, 1970s-1990s

Box 101, Writings / by Others
Writings, Others / Aliello, Stephan R., Education
Writings, Others / Arnaudo, David., "Status of Italian-American Families"
Writings, Others / Brown, Richard D., “Two Baltic Families Who Came to America”
Writings, Others / Cohen & Grant, G.S., Ethnic Studies Project, 1981
Writings, Others / Costikyan, Edward N., "Behind Closed Doors”
Writings, Others / D'Antonion, William. “Ethnicity and Assimilation”
Writings, Others / De Sena, J., “Gentrifying Families …,” “Gendered Space…,” “Low Income …”
Writings, Others / DeWind, Josh. “Caribbean Immigrants and Housing in NYC”
Writings, Others / Egelman, W.S. “Ethnicity - Political Behavior in American Society”
Writings, Others / Gerson, J. "Building the Brooklyn Machine, 1986”
Writings, Others / Gittell, Marilyn, et al, “Expanding Civic Opportunity …”
Writings, Others / Giordano, J. “Ital-Amer & Media-An Agenda for Positive Image,”’84
Writings, Others / Greer, Colin and Barry Goldberg: Writings
Writings, Others / Guler, Dr. Muzeyyen - assorted papers

Box 102, Writings / by Others
Writings, Others / “4th Largest City in America: A Sociological History of Brooklyn”
Writings, Others / "Community in Modern Society ...”
Writings, Others / Rossi, E. “Ital-Amer, US Relations with Italy in the Cold War” 1978
Writings, Others / Sanders, I." Theories of Community Change"
Writings, Others / Smith, J. "Italian Mothers, American Dtrs: Changes in Work-Family Roles"
Writings, Others / Waters, Mary C. “Immigration & Ethnic & Racial Inequality…”
Writings, Others / Wells, Henry: “Political Development in Urban Areas”
Writings, Others / Zender, Walter P.: "Syrian Jews in NY Twenty Years Ago”
Writings, Others / Zukin, Sharon, et al, “From Coney Island to Las Vegas …”

Box 103,
Writings, Others / Brown, E. “Fried Chicken, Ox trail: An Examination of Afro-Caribbean …”

Box 104,
Writings, Others / Gallo, P. “For Love & Country -Italian Resistance” review copy

Box 105,
Writings, Others /Ahearn, C. "New Pluralism-Its Implication for Italian Americans” ...
Writings, Others / Boyte, H. “Politics of Civic Engagement” Academic Workplace, Winter #1, '02
Writings, Others / Cannistrano, P., “Mussolini, Sacco & Vanzetti, & the Anarchists ... '96
Writings, Others / Casiano, Nilda, “English as a Second Language, 1973
Writings, Others/Chase, G. “Impact of WTC Disaster on Immigrant Perception of NYC as Refuge”
Writings, Others / DiLorenzo, Gina. “Women Benefiting Communities & Communities Benefiting Women: Does this Relationship Still Exist”, 1999
Writings, Others / _____________, The Ethnographic Field Research Paper
Writings, Others / Independ. Community Foundation Award -Grant for Public Policy, BC ‘02
Writings, Others / Lacerra, Charles. “FDR and Tammany Hall of New York”
Writings, Others / Macaulay, D. “City—A Story of Roman Planning and Construction”
Writings, Others / Marchese, Theodore. “The New Conservation about Learning”
Writings, Others / Miller, S. M., Services for People, 1968
Writings, Others / Morgan, M., Benjamin Pollack. Philosopher as Witness: Fackenheim and Responses to “The Holocaust” (loose pages)
Writings, Others / Pierce, Jennifer. Racing for Innocence Whiteness, Corporate culture, and the Backlash Against Affirmative Action
Writings, Others / Rodenstein, A. “Privatizing Public Space”—Thesis for Master’s degree.
Writings, Others / Rollins, J. “… Narrative of Odette Harper Hines, 1993
Writings, Others / Salisbury, Paul A. and W. Phillips Davison. Aging & communication, 76
Writings, Others / Schechter, E., Time Devoted to Housework & its Division by Sex & Age: Videotape Analysis, 1978
Writings, Others/Abolitionist Discourse: Conceptual Network Analysis-N.Y. Anti-Slavery Press
Writings, Others / Slater, T. “Looking at No. American City through Lens of Gentrification…”
Writings, Others / Spenner, K. & D. Featherman. Achievement Ambitions ...
Writings, Others / Untitled article, loose pages

Box 106,

Writings, Others / Anti-Semitism at the Large New York Banks
Writings, Others / Cooper, B. Lee, Popular Records as Oral Evidence Creating an Audio Time Line to Examine American History, 1955-1987
Writings, Others / Criollo, C. “We’re not here just to plant ... have a Culture/Ethnography …”
Writings, Others / Franzina, Emilio. Piccole Patrie, Piccole Italie La Costruzione dell’identita nazionale degli emigrati Italiani in America Latina (1848-1924)
Writings, Others / Robles-Rodriguez, S. “College Counseling Centers Response to 9/11…”
Writings, Others / Tinto, Vincent. Bldg Learning Communities for New College Students
Writings, Others / Tinto, Vincent. Reconstructing first Year of College for Student Success,’96
Writings, Others / Tinto, Vincent Building Community in Liberal Education, Fall, 1993
Writings, Others / Parts of a Manuscript and other Writings, untitled
Writings, Others / 1st part of Manuscript, p1-156 (loose)
Writings, Others / 2nd draft Manuscript  p. 157-363, folder 2  (loose)
Writings, Others / Article handwritten on legal size paper-- with additional notes, 1981

**Box 107,**
Writings, Others / Bobson, S.  ERIC (IRCD Urban Disadvantaged- #32, Jun’973, Self Concept
Writings, Others / Cao-Pinna, V. Southern Italy: Experience of Econ. Development,’80
Writings, Others / Smith, Eugene.  Money Laundering & Study in Creation of Law, ’89
Writings, Others / Various Articles by Unknown Authors (two folders)

**SERIES 8: MULTIMEDIA, 1990s-2003**
Misc. audio/video; photographs; oversized materials

**Box 108, Misc. Audio/Video**
Multimedia / CDs – "Prof Chas Lawrence Remembers ... Interview by Edwin Adams” 2/78
Multimedia / TV tapes- BCTV. (Memorex Chroma)

**Box 109  Photographs**
Multimedia / Sunset Park : Brochure, map folder 1-4 of photographs

**Box 110**
Multimedia / Brighton Beach
Multimedia / Cobble Hill
Multimedia / Crown Heights Neighborhood
Multimedia / Dibisceglie, 8th Avenue
Multimedia / Fulton Mall
Multimedia / New York City: Battery Park
Multimedia / New York City West Village
Multimedia / Queens Photos
Multimedia / Tucson
Multimedia / Vazguz, Terev
Multimedia / Wall Street
Multimedia / Stapleton, San Francisco Slides
Multimedia / Emmanuel Presbyterian church, San Antonio, Texas
Multimedia / Tepeyac of San Antonio

**Box 111**
Multimedia / Le Catedral de San Fernando, San Antonio, Texas
Multimedia / Santa Fe Episcopal Church, New Mexico, 1999
Multimedia / Polanco, Esther and Teresa Vazquez, Seeing Latino Religiosity

**Box 112**
Multimedia / Photographs of Brooklyn’s Business    (1 flat container)

**Box 113**
Multimedia / Photographs of Buildings in Brooklyn    (1 flat container)
Box 114
Multimedia / Gwinn, John J. Neighborhood Census Tract 1156; Bushwick: Then & Now (CD)
Multimedia / Hopper, Sam. Brighton Beach, 2003 VHS plus CD
Multimedia / Krase, J. This Week: the People of Coney Island (CD) 3 copies
Multimedia / Selver, Chandrat. Red Hook (slides)
Multimedia / Volevesky, Sandy. Commons (VHS)

Box 115
Multimedia / Slides - 2 folders

Box 116
Multimedia / Zhang, Huan Yuan and Aron Gerson. Sheepshead Bay (CD)
Multimedia / E., L., Hodge, Lou, Dawson-Davis, McKeda & Alverio, J. Fiesta Old San Juan '03 (CD)
Multimedia / Slater_F, Densie, 03-(VHS); Philly, Delphine, Census Tract 488, 2003 (VHS)
Multimedia / Unknown, (VHS)
Multimedia / Slides
Multimedia / Around, Around Brooklyn Navy Yard (photos)
Multimedia / Santiago, Joanne. 56th Street and 9th Avenue, 1996
Multimedia / Midwood (photos)

Box 116A, Oversized
Multimedia / Anthony Jordan Family/ Flag Day in Brooklyn, 1930
Multimedia / Welcome Home Matthew Cangelosi, 1945 (2)
Multimedia / Giuseppe Capetta, Dean St. Jelly Factory, South Bklyn, 1916
Multimedia / Pietro di Donato, 1979
Multimedia / Bklyn Work Gang – South Bklyn, 1938
Multimedia / Boys at Coney Island/ 1943
Multimedia / Lenny’s Pizza on 86th Street – Bklyn
Multimedia / St. Mary Mother of Jesus – Adult Educ. Class, 1979
Multimedia / 18th Ave Salumeria, Bensonhurst- 1979
Multimedia / Anthony Jordan, Jr., 1971
Multimedia / Laborers on 18th Ave. - Bklyn, 1979
Multimedia / Social Club Card Game – Bklyn, 1979
Multimedia / Corona, New York/ 1915
Multimedia / E. Giariglia- Oct. 24, 1971
Multimedia / Columbus Day – Geraldine Ferraro/ Oct. 12, 1984
Multimedia / Additional 25 prints that are not labeled

SERIES 9: OVERSIZED: Neighborhood newspapers, Weeklies, Date books, 1970s-90s

Box 117, Oversized / Neighborhood Papers
Newspapers / Boerum Hill Times, Flatbush Reporter, Flatbush Tenant, etc.
Newspapers / "Gowanus – my slides – “not to be used”
Newspapers / Book: "Planning for Jobs” NYC’s Planning Commission Mar 1971
Newspapers / Framed document “House Rules”
Newspapers / PLG House Tour posters 1971 +1973
Newspapers / Magnolia Tree Earth Center poster + info
Newspapers / Phoenix- 18Oct73, 03Oct74, 24Apr75, 14Aug75, 02Oct75, 22Apr76
Newspapers / Map of Brooklyn
Newspapers / From NY Teacher Magazine, article: "Italians in America” 4/1/79
Newspapers / NY Daily News, Sunday supplement “Local History: Look of Brooklyn” 10/13/74
Newspapers / IL Caffè – newspaper Nov 1981
Newspapers / La Capitale: The Only Upstate NY Newspaper about Italian-Americans
Newspapers / Ledger sheets by JK re: Census statistics of various decades

Box 118, Oversized / Neighborhood Papers
Newspapers / Brooklyn Free Press, Student Evaluation Survey

Box 119, Date Books
Date Books / 1971-1991

Box 120 Weeklies / Newsletters
Weeklies / Assorted Brooklyn Weeklies (Brooklyn Magazine, Astella Action News, etc)
Weeklies / European Studies Newsletters, etc, 1996-97
Weeklies / PAHA (Polish American Historical Assoc.) Newsletters, 1997-2007
Weeklies / "’Merica, Forme Della Cultura Italoamericana," 2004 (Italian Magazine)
Weeklies / Newspaper articles (4 folders)

SERIES 10: CONFERENCES / SYMPOSIA / PRESENTATIONS

Box 121
Conferences / American Studies Assoc. Conference, 1998
Conferences / Assorted European Conferences, e-mails
Conferences / Asst. Presentations, Public Forums, Symposia, 1984-99
Conferences / Consortium, Inter-University, for Political Research (CPR), 1974-76
Conferences / “The Educational Pyramid in Changing Times,” 2002
Conferences / IASA, 2002-2003
Conferences / IVSA (International Visual Sociological Assoc.), 1999 (Antwerp)
Conferences / IVSA, 2004
Conferences / IVSA, 2000-20005
Conferences / IVSA, 2007
Conferences / Planned Symposium—"Imagining Immigration: Italy & the Americas," 2000
Conferences / ISA Confer, 1996 (migration & ethnic relations)
Conferences / H-NET (Prof. Peter Knupfer), 2000, 2004-05
Conferences / Humanist Sociological Conference, 1991
Conferences / Irish Sociological Association, 2001
Conferences / Journal of Legislation Symposium, 1996

Box 122
Conferences / Polish Inst. of Arts & Sciences of America, 2006 (Hunter College)
Conferences / Politics of Public Space, 2002
Conferences / Small City & Regional Community Conf. @ Univ. of Wisc., 3rd Annual, 1980
Conferences / Small City & Regional Community Conf. @ Univ. of Wisc., 4rd Annual, 1981
Conferences / Small Town Research & Design, Center for, Corresp./Prospectus, 1980
Conferences / Sociological Assn. of Ireland, 2001
Conferences / "Threshold of Democracy," Reacting to the Past, 2006
Conferences /Abstract by Krase - "Urban Theory, Urban Planning & the State," Albany, ’78

Box 123
Conferences / Las Casas Lecture, 2000
Conferences / 2nd Mediterranean Congress of Social Psychiatry, Udine, Italy, 1981
Conferences / MESEA, Biennial Confer, Vienna, 2002
Conferences / 5th annual National Neighbors’ Confer., Atlanta, GA., 1974
Conferences / 29th annual meeting – New York Sociological Assoc., Oswego, NY, ’81
Conferences / "One University for Many Cultures, 1991
Conferences / PIASA (Polish Inst. of Arts & Sciences), 1992
Conferences / PIASA, 1999

SERIES 11: MISCELLANEOUS / CORRESPONDENCE

Box 124
Miscellaneous / AAARI-Asian American, Asian Research Institute, 2003
Miscellaneous / Arab-Ancestry, Census, New York City, 2000
Miscellaneous / Items on Arab-American Association of New York, 2006
Miscellaneous / Arab-Americans-Community Health Profiles, 2007
Miscellaneous / 3rd Annual Student Life Award given Krase, 2001
Miscellaneous / Bibliography on Achievement, Self-Esteem, 1979
Miscellaneous / Black Culture / various articles
Miscellaneous / Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology / restrictive covenants
Miscellaneous / Brooklyn College / IRPE’s; assorted misc. BC items; CUNY items
Miscellaneous / Brooklyn College / brochures, fliers
Miscellaneous / Celebrating Italian Heritage & Culture Month, 2006 --poster
Miscellaneous / Colleti, Amanda – Roma, 1996
Miscellaneous / Calendars, personal
Miscellaneous / Calendars, personal
Miscellaneous / Contributing to Encyclopedia of Community, 2002
Miscellaneous / CUNY Academy, 1994-2002

**Box 125**

Miscellaneous / East River Neighborhoods, brochures
Miscellaneous / E-mail, etc. after Sept 11, 2001
Miscellaneous / Entrepreneurships, 2004
Miscellaneous / “Environmental Risks” and other related items
Miscellaneous / NYC Dept of Health and Hygiene, Q & A, 2004
Miscellaneous / Gentrification
Miscellaneous / Hanse Inst for Advanced Studies Hanse Wissenschaftskolleg (HWK), ‘99
Miscellaneous / Hong Kong –planned trip, 1999
Miscellaneous / Interview notes-immigrants, 2007
Miscellaneous / Kosciuszko Foundation, 19998, 2000
Miscellaneous / Map –downtown Brooklyn
Miscellaneous / Map – lower Brooklyn

**Box 126**

Miscellaneous / Municipal Art Society, 1994 (Carol Davies)
Miscellaneous / New York Hospital Assoc., 2006 – Acute Care Recommendations
Miscellaneous / National Endowment for the Humanities, 1980-81
Miscellaneous / “New Visions” (re effective school designs), 2006
Miscellaneous / Nota, Alyssa-Dept of Moder & Classical Lang, Univ. of Rhode Island, 2000
Miscellaneous / Pax Christi, 1996-2000
Miscellaneous / Personal notes, 2005
Miscellaneous / Polish Consul, 2002
Miscellaneous / Rome, 2003
Miscellaneous / Rural Assistance Center, 2004
Miscellaneous / Sabbatical –Possibly teaching abroad, 1996
Miscellaneous / TAMKEEN, Center for Arab American Empowerment), 2007
Miscellaneous / TAMKEEN, Arab American Assoc. of New York-Health Organization
Miscellaneous / Trentino nel Mondo, 1996, 1996
Miscellaneous / Thematic Network, Partners for – corresp., 2001
Miscellaneous / Thank-you letters to Prof. Krase
Miscellaneous / Zinn, Dorothy, 2001

**SERIES 12: PUBLICATIONS - JOURNALS / MAGAZINES / BULLETINS**

**Box 127**

- Publications / Assoc. of American Colleges & Universities, 2006
- Publications / A Better Mousetrap, Patents ..., 1991 (Cooper Union)
- Publications / Brooklyn College Alumni Assoc. - Bulletin, Spring 1980
- Publications / Brooklyn College Magazine, Winter 1993
- Publications / Brooklyn Historical – Volunteer Firefighting in 19th Cent. Bklyn, etc
- Publications / Diversity Digest, Fall/Winter 2002
- Publications / Inst. fur die Wissenschaften vom Menschen-Post Bulletins, 2000-2007
- Publications / Misc. –Religious materials
- Publications / The Myth of America, 1995
- Publications / New York Folklore, 1994
- Publications / Pemaquid Restoration, 1967-68
- Publications / Quarterly of International Sociology (ISIG), 2005

**Box 128**

- Publications / The Polish Review, Vol L, No. 4, 2005
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 18, No. 1, April 2003
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 18, No. 2, October 2003
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 19, No. 1, April 2004
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 20, No. 1, April 2005
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 21, No. 1, April 2006
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 21, No. 2, October 2006
- Publications / Visual Studies, Vol 22, No. 1, April 2007
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SCHOLARLY ACTIVITIES

Publications

Work in Progress:
"Reflections on the American Italian Historical Association: Seen from its Proceedings"

Race & Ethnicity in Urban Areas. Co-editor Ray Hutchinson. V. 8, Research in Urban Sociology, Elsevier/JAI Press, 03


Publications in Print


Continuing Series of Articles on Politics, Ethnicity & Community in The Free Press, Brooklyn, NY, 1989-


"Between Columbus &Cuomo:Italian Experience in America", Italian American Review. V6, #1 (Spr/Summer) '97: 29-44.


"Education & Sociology Are About People," *Liberal Education*. Vol. 78, No. 3 (May/June) 1992:14-17, with Tibbi Duboys


“Strangers to these Shores.” By Vincent J. Parilie. REV. Contemporary Sociology. 1982.


### Electronic and Other On Line Publications


### Journalism and Other Published Writing

**The NYC Free Press.** Online.


**The Brooklyn Free Press** Print Columns

**The Brownstoner.** A publication of the Brownstone Revival Committee of New York City. 1987-88.

"URBAN ISSUES" Column


"Yuppies and the Market Crash," Vol. 18, No.3, December, 1987

" ‘Taking’ the Fifth," Vol. 18, No. 2, September, 1987

"Displacement: Good, Bad and Inevitable," Vol. 18, No. 1, 1987

### Papers Presented at Professional Meetings


"9/11 Park Slope in the Aftermath” Paper presented at Amer. Assoc of Colleges and Universities, St. Louis, MO Sep ’02.


"Reading the Future of Cities in Ethnic Vernacular Landscapes." Meeting-Eastern Sociological Soc. Boston Mar 02


"Oko, Okno, Okolica." Annual Meeting /Polish Institut. of Arts & Sciences in America, Fordham Univ, NYC, Jun '99

"Imagining Cultural Assimilation” International Visual Sociology Association, Antwerp, Belgium. July 1999


"Polish Vernacular Landscapes." Annual Meeting of the Polish American Historical Association, American Historical Association, New York City, January 1997


"Ironies of Icons." American Italian Historical Assoc. 26th Annual Meeting, St. John's University, Nov 1993.


"Machine Politics at Personal Level." Annual Meeting of Assoc. for Humanist Sociology, Ottawa, CA, Oct '91

"Clinical Experiences: Development of a Model for Collaboration with Liberal Arts Faculty," Materials for workshop 1st Annual Meeting of the Association of Teacher Educators, New Orleans, Louisiana, 2/17/91.


"The Ethnic Neighborhood; Social and Psychological Traps." Preventing Psychosocial Malfunctioning in Ethnic families conference. Brooklyn college Center for Italian American Studies and the Greek-American Behavioral Sciences Institute, Student union building, April, 1981.


“Small Town to City Neighborhood.” 3rd Annual Conference on the Small City and Regional Community, University of Wisconsin/Stevens Point. March, 1980.


“Italian American Female College Students.” Annual Meeting of the American Italian Historical Association, University jointly with the Canadian historical Association. Toronto, October, 1977.


“An American of Unknown Ethnicity.” European Institute, Eastern European Section, CUNY Graduate and University Center Conference. March, 1976.

“Myth of Accountability to Community.” No. American Action Group-Committee on Sociology, Planning,Philadelphia Apr ’76


Invited Presentations.


St. John's University. Sociology Department Graduate Colloquium, November 2002.


Panelist on Poland, Interrelationships between Germany, Poland, Russia and Central/Eastern Europe. CUNY Academy of Humanities, Sciences &German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD). CUNY Graduate and University Center. Dec ’01

“Little Italies of NYC” Invited presentation Elderhostels. Brookdale Center for Aging-Hunter College CUNY NYC, Oct ’01
St. John's University Italian Cultural Center, The Italian American Experience in the New York City Area” September 28, 2001 “New York City's Little Italies.” Slide/Lecture.

“What Looks Italian.” Slide lecture Celebrating Italian Heritage: Growing Up Italian-American, Brooklyn College Oct ‘00


Discussion Leader “IVSA Exhibition Planning.” Annual Meeting-International Visual Sociology Assoc, Portland, ME, Jul 00


Panelist, “Publishing Ethnic Studies Journals.” Annual Meeting of Polish American Historical Assoc, Atlanta, Jan ’96


Panelist and Organizer, Workshop and Seminars on Ethnic Minorities and Immigration in Europe, CUNY Academy of Humanities and Sciences, European Institute of the CUNY Graduate Center, 1992-1994.


Panelist, CUNY Academy of Humanities & Sciences-Fulbright Foundation Confer. Seminar "National Minorities," May '93


Participant, Conference on Germany, CUNY Academy of Humanities and Sciences, 1992-1993


Keynote Address, "Between Columbus and Cuomo," United Federation of Teachers, Italian American Studies Committee, New York, New York, October 29, 1992

Keynote Address, "Columbus in the Classroom," Columbia Association of the New York City Board of Education, Kingsborough Community College, Brooklyn, New York, October 3, 1992


Lecture, "Documenting Communities: Italian American Vernacular Architecture," Univ of Rhode Island, Kingston, Apr '92


New Jersey State College lectures

Speaker in the Humanities, "The Italian American Community," Speakers in the Humanities Program of the New York Council for the Humanities, 1988-90


Chairperson, Curriculum Review Committee for the Sociology and Anthropology Department of the State University of New York College at Farmingdale, March, 1988

Presentation, "Police-Community Relations," Graduate Colloquium of the Ph.D. Program of Criminal Justice, John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of New York. February 8, 1988


Keynote Speaker, University of Rhode Island Conference on Italian Americans, "The Italian and Italian American Communities," Kingston, Rhode Island, December 5, 1987.


Guest Speaker, University of Rhode Island, Graduate Course in Italian American Studies, July, 1987.

Guest Speaker, Iona College, Undergraduate Course in Italian American Studies, May, 1987.


Panelist, “Community Information & Research.” Brooklyn Thing Confer. on Neighborhood Groups. LIU, Brooklyn. Fall ’77


Other Creative and Scholarly Activity.


Manuscript Reviewer. S. Luconi From Paesani to White Ethnics: Italian Exp. in Philadelphia. State Univ, NY Press. 2001


Co-Chair, Annual Meeting of the American Italian Historical Association, “Industry, Technology, Labor, and the Italian American Community,” University of Massachusetts, Lowell, Massachusetts. 1995

Co-Chair, Annual Meeting of American Italian Historical Asso, “Ital-Amer in Multicultural America”. St. John’s Univ, Nov ‘93

Consultant, NY State Department of Education, Center for Multinational & Comparative Education, ’92-’93.


Co-Chair, Annual Meeting of the American Italian Historical Association, “The Melting Pot and Beyond: Italian Americans in the Year 2000.” Providence, Rhode Island, 1985


Program Organizer. Eastern European Section of European Inst of Graduate & Univ Ctr of City Univ of NY. 1975-77.


Research Project Director. Brooklyn College Center for Italian American Studies. BC’s Italian American Students. '74,'75.


Invited Participant. City University of New York Conf., "Ethnicity & the University". Graduate-Univ Center, NY Spr 1975.


**UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE AND COMMUNITY SERVICE**

Service to Brooklyn College

**Administrative Service**


Deputy Chairperson, Sociology Department, Undergraduate Programs, 1998-99

Director, Center for Italian American Studies, 1975-1984.

Deputy Chairperson, Sociology Department, School of General Studies and Special Programs, 1972-1981

Faculty Advisor, Student Counselor, Sociology Department, Fall, 1972

**Service on College and/or Presidential Committees**

Chair, Advisory Committee on Brooklyn Policy Research Institute. 2002.

Chair, Faculty Council, Honorary Degrees Committee, 2000-2001.
Faculty Council Committee on Ethics, 1998-2000.
Chair, Community Studies Program Curriculum Committee, Brooklyn College, 1997-98.
Faculty Council Committee on Athletics, 1996 -1998.
Center for Cultural Pluralism Committee, 1974-1975.
Urban Center Committee, 1975-1976.

Service on School or Division Committees

School of Social Science Full Professor Promotion Sub-Committee, 1998-1999
School of Education Social Science Curriculum Coordinating Committee, 1991-1994
School of Social Science Full Professor Promotion Sub-Committee, 1988-1999
School of Social Science Special Tenure Committee, Spring 1979
School of General Studies Registration Committee, 1974-1979
School of General Studies Student-Faculty Relations Committee, 1971-1972
School of General Studies Effective Teaching Colloquium, 1971

Service on Department Committees

Sociology Department Graduate Committee, 1981
Sociology Department Publicity Committee, 1981
Sociology Department Committee on Student Field Work, 1973
Sociology Department Curriculum Committee, 1973-1975

Student Activities and Other Service.


Middle States, Self-study of Sociology Department, 2002, Department Chair.


Frequent Speaker and Advisor to Student Clubs and Organizations.

Frequent Speaker, Office of Student Affairs and Services Conferences, e.g. Unity Day.

Frequent Sponsor for Undergraduate and Graduate Independent Study

Occasional Master’s Thesis Advisor and/or Chair

Frequent Advisor for CUNY Baccalaureate Degree Program

Occasional Sponsor, Brooklyn College Honor’s Program


Panelist. “What Can We Expect from the New Regime?” Wolfe Institute of Brooklyn. SUBO Bldg., Spr ’95.

72

School of Education Curriculum Development. “Culture of Cities” for Undergraduate Teacher Educ 1991-94

High School and College Collaboration Workshop. November 4, 1993

National Endowment for Humanities, "Reclaiming Humanities Texts, Traditions & Curriculum for Teacher Educ., ’92-94


Middle States, Self-study of Sociology Department, 1981, Department Chair

Co-organizer and Instructor, Brooklyn College Summer Urban Institute, 1978-1980


Brooklyn College Sociology Dept. Middle States, Self-study of Evening Programs, Deputy Chair, 1975


**Summary of Activities as Director of the Center for Italian American Studies 1979-81.**

Lecture Service to Community Groups, Photographic Exhibitions, Photographic History Project and Archive Development, Family History Project and Archive Development, Biannual Newsletter, Grant Submissions, Co-organizer Seminar Series in Southern Italian Culture, American Committee on Italian Migration Reception, Participant New York City Italian Culture Week Programs, Italian American community Leader Brooklyn College Receptions, Co-sponsor Italian Language Program in Florence with Department of Modern Languages, Fund-Raising for Victims of Italian Earthquake, Co-sponsor Italian Film Program, Graduate Program in Italian Studies Committee Member, Special Lectures on Italian Americans to Brooklyn College classes, Scholarship Award for Student Active in Italian American Affairs from the Federation of Italian American Organizations of Brooklyn, Assistance to the Dean of Recruitment in Italian American Outreach

**Other College Service**

Over the decades I have provided special teaching, advising, and curriculum development for the Liberal Studies, NYC Police Department Program, Nursing Education Program, School of Education Graduate Teacher Education Program, School of Education Social Studies for Elementary and Early Childhood Education Majors, Small College, Special Baccalaureate Program for Adults, Urban Studies Program.

Off-Campus: Carroll Gardens Neighborhood Women's Education Program, St. Nicholas Housing and Development Corporation, Downstate Medical Center Nursing Program

I have also been frequently participated in the activities of the Brooklyn College Learning Center, Collaborative Education Seminars, Core Studies Seminars, and Seminars of the School of Education.

National Endowment for the Humanities Quantitative Reasoning Across the Core, 1994

National Science Foundation Quantitative Reasoning Across the Core 1997-98.

**Service to the University and Graduate Center**


Member, Politics of Public Space Comm. CUNY Graduate and University Center. 2001-2002.


Program Committee Member, CUNY Academy of Humanities and Sciences, 1994-2002.

Search Committee. Distinguished Professor of Italian American Studies. 1996.


Thesis Committee Member. Baccalaureate, Domenico Pinto, University of Trento, 1985.

**Service to the University and Graduate Center continued.**

Founding Member, Board Director & Officer of the CUNY Academy of Humanities and Sciences, 1978-1980

Chair, Membership Committee, CUNY Academy of Humanities and Sciences, 1981-1982
Program Director, Eastern European Section, European Studies Institute, CUNY Graduate & University Center, 1975-77

Outside Departmental Evaluations:

Service Off-Campus

Sociology Department, Iona College, Spring 1999
Sociology Department, Iona College, Spring 1994, Committee Chair
Sociology/Anthropology Department, Farmingdale, Spring 1993, Committee Chair
Sociology/Anthropology Department, Farmingdale, Spring 1988

Professional Positions and Current Memberships

Advisory Board, Italian Americana

American Italian Historical Association, President, 1993-97
Executive Council Member 2000-03.
Other Past offices: Secretary-Treasurer, and Vice President.
International Visual Sociology Association, Executive Council Member 2000-03.
International American Studies Association, Program Committee Member 2001-03.
Advisory Council Member, H-NET
American Sociological Association, Community Section, and Race and Ethnic Relations Section.
Eastern Sociological Society
Editor H-ITAM
Editorial Board, Urban Affairs Review, 1993-98
Editorial Board, Italian American Review
European Studies Association
Italian American Studies Editor, Italian Journal 1993-96
Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America, Bronislaw Malinowski Award Committee, 1997, 1998
Urban Academic Librarians Association, New York City, Board of Directors

GRANTS AND AWARDS

Committee Member, Brooklyn College Brooklyn Institute Proposal. Independence Community Bank Foundation. Project Committee Member. Project Development Grant Awarded. Summer, 2002.

Committee Member, Bklyn College's "Community in Diversity-Global Citizenship Project" Proposal for Assoc of American Univ. & College's Office of Diversity & Global Initiatives. Project Committee Member. 2002. 3-year Grant Awarded.

Murray Koppelman Professor, 1999-2001 Brooklyn College Foundation Endowed Chair.
Brooklyn College Foundation, Murray Koppelman, Travel Awards. 2000-01.

Visiting Professor, University of Rome, Rector's Award. La Sapienza, June, 1998.
Kosciuszko Foundation & Polish Ministry of Nat'l Educ. Fellowship Award-“Explore Polish Vernacular Architecture” Spr 97
Visiting Professor, University of Trento, October, 1996.

PSC/CUNY Faculty Research Award. “Photographic Research in Southern Italy.” Summer, 1985
PSC/CUNY Faculty Research Award. "Madison Club of Brooklyn" C. LaCerra. Project Director. 1982
Italian American Institute to Foster Higher Education. Special Projects for Brooklyn College Center for Italian American Studies. 1982. $2,000
Giovanni Agnelli Foundation of Turin, Italy. Brooklyn College Center for Italian American Studies. Special Collection “Italians of Brooklyn: Past and Present.” $2,000
Brooklyn College Foundation. Brooklyn College Ctr-Italian American Studies. Special Projects-1981 $1,000


National Endowment for Humanities, Youth Div., Special Projects. Carroll Gardens Neighborhood Assoc '81-'82. $5,000


Alpha Sigma Lambda, National Honorary Society of Evening Colleges, 1979.

Federation of Ital-Amer Organizations of Bklyn/Brooklyn College Ctr-Italian American Studies Special Projects 1979. $200


Community Service

As a concerned resident of Brooklyn, and a Brooklyn College faculty member, I have provided a wide variety of services over the years to the following organizations. As part of my commitment to bringing the college and community together I have developed courses, and programs which bring my students to the community, and the community to the college. For example, in Research Seminars, paper assignments, and in field trips to neighborhoods through the borough for my graduate and undergraduate courses. This work and my own research have resulted in many of the previously cited publications, papers, and other professional activities. * Denotes current membership or activity.

American Committee on Italian Migration (ACIM)
American Italian Coalition of Organizations, (AMICO Board Member and Officer) 1982-1992, 2000-2002
Astellia Development Corporation
Bank on Brooklyn Committee
Brooklyn Brownstone Conference, and Brownstone Fair Committee (Member) 1975-1981
Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce
Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation
Brooklyn Haitian American Good Shepherd (BHRAGS)
Brooklyn Public Library*
Brooklyn Historical Society*
Brooklyn Museum, Community Gallery
Brooklyn Technical High School Alumni Association*
Brooklyn Union Gas Company Urban Affairs Department, and the Brownstone Information Center
Brownstone Revival Committee of New York City (Past President), 1971-1984
Carroll Gardens Neighborhood Association
Catholic Charities of Brooklyn
CHASE Manhattan Bank Urban Affairs Department
Citibank Urban Affairs Department
College Glen Community Association
Coalition of Neighborhood Organizations of Borough Park (CONO)
Congress of Jewish Organizations of Borough Park (COJO)
Community District 9 Brooklyn, 197a Plan Committee*
Community Leaders of America, Citation, 1973, 1974
Community School District 17 Board Candidate, 1975
Community Service Society
Concerned Citizens of East Flatbush
Congress Member, Charles Schumer, Military Academy Selection Committee, 1981
Crown Heights Clergy Council (Member), 1973
Crown Heights Office of Neighborhood Government, Community Advisory Board (Member), 1973
Downtown Brooklyn Development Corporation
Drug Abuse Prevention Council, Community School District 22, Brooklyn (Member)1979-*
East Flatbush Development Corporation
Federation of Italian American Organizations of Brooklyn
Fifth Avenue Committee
Fifty-Ninth Street Senior Citizen Center
Flatbush Development Corporation
Flatbush Model Block Committee (Chair), 1976-1978
Flatbush Unitarian Church Conference on "Integration in Flatbush" (Speaker), 1974
Gowanus Canal Advisory Committee
Gowanus Development Corporation
Institute for the Puerto Rican/Hispanic Elderly
Jersey Street Housing, Staten island
John Botsy Junior High School
John Erikson Junior High School
Junction-College Development Corporation
Lefferts Manor Association, (Board Member and President), 1971-1975
Majority Coalition for a New New York, 1993-1994
MetroTech Business Improvement District
Midwood Development Corporation
Midwood-Kings Highway Development Corporation
Migration Office of the Catholic Archdiocese of Brooklyn
Museum for the Chinese in America
National Neighbors, an Organization of Integrated Neighborhoods
New Brighton Association, Staten Island
New York Academy of Sciences, Junior Academy of Sciences, 1981
New York City Brooklyn Community Districts 8 and 9 Candidate, 1976, 1978
New York City Comptroller’s Office
New York City Red Cross
New York Public Interest Research Group
New York State Department of State, Anti-Block-busting, Banking and Mortgage Lending Discrimination
New York Telephone Urban Affairs Department
Office of the Brooklyn Borough President
Prospect Lefferts Gardens Neighborhood Association, Founding Member, Board of Directors, Officer, 1970-75
Service to the Aging (SAGE) Lecture Program of the Brooklyn Public Library, 1980-1981
Saint Boniface, Parish Council 2002-05
Steering Committee of the Italian American Educational Achievement Task Force of the Assembly of the State of New York, Chairperson Assemblyman Eric Vitaliano.*
Westervelt Avenue Neighborhood Association, Staten Island

Political Activities

Over the decades I have been proud to have worked with the following elected officials on community issues & problems:

Salvatore Albanese, New York City Council
Herman Badillo, United States Congressman
Carol Bellamy, New York State Senate
Mario Biaggi, United States Congress
George Cincotta, New York State Assembly
Una Clarke, New York City Council
Howard Golden, Brooklyn Borough President
Harrison J. Goldin, New York City Comptroller
Elizabith Holtzman, United States Congress
Rhoda Jacobs, New York State Assembly
John Marchi, New York State Senate
Marty Markowitz, New York State Senate
Guy Molinari, United States Congress, Staten Island Borough President
Major Owens, New York State Senate, United States Congress
Charles Schumer, United States Congressman
Jose Serrano, New York State Assembly
Stanley Steingut, New York State Assembly
Eric Vitaliano, New York State Assembly
Anthony Weiner, New York City Council, United States Congress
Marty Markowitz, Brooklyn Borough President
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